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Preface

New Hampshire's coast--its marshes, estuaries, beaches, rocky

shoreline and open ocean--has been a vital resource si nce colonial

times, and continues to provide food, transportation, jobs,

recreation and an attractive place to live. Population growth,

increasing utilization of this area's resources, and probable

impacts of offshore oil development place the future of the coast

in jeopardy. Vital decisions will be made in the next few decades

by the students who are in our schools today . By i ncreasi ng thei r

knowledge and appreciation of' our coastal resources, we can ensure

that those decisions will be enlightened ones and that the future

of New Hampshire� 's coast wi 1 1 be a bri ght one .

Since 1977, the Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program at UNH has

sponsored the Floating Lab: an opportunity for students to have

"hands-on" experiences aboard a 70-foot vessel outfitted with

various kinds of oceanographic sampling equipment. More specifically,

the Floating Lab program enables students to observe physical ocean

processes such as waves, currents, and tides, as well as living

~rganisms. They learn to take samples, collect data, and analyze

the~r data in meaningful ways. They examine the various ecosystems

found in the Hampton area and become aware of human impact on them.

Through the Floating Lab experience, students are exposed to marine

career possibilities, learn somethi ng of oceanographic research and

methods, and develop an awareness of the richness of the coasta 1

environment.
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How to Use this Manual

The information and activities in this manual have been

selected to accorrlrrodate a wide range of abilities and interests
on the part of the users  grades 7-12!. The looseleaf format en-

courages duplication of selected pages for student use, and for
background for teachers and chaperones. This format also encour-
ages the inclusion of related materials and the reorgnization of

existing materials so that teachers may develop their own curricula

using the manual as the primary resource.

The ~F1oatin Lab Resource Manual is organized in five sections,
ranging from program information through appendices. A general table

of contents directs the user to the appropriate section, and each

section opens with its own detailed table of contents arranged either

by station or by subject content. Finally, an index is provided.

C

We suggest the following as minimum preparation for a Floating

Lab cruise.

The teacher shou'Id become familiar with the General ~Pro ram

Information  Section I!, preview the mater~al with the class, and

duplicate pages as indicated  Directions for drivers, Teacher Infor-

mation for chaperones, Release Form for all participants, etc.!
The class should be introduced to the On-Board Activities  Section

III! before the cruise, supplemented with background material from

Site Environment  Section II! to flesh out key concepts. Certain

at this point.

The Pre- and Post-Cruise Activities  Section IV! include a few

which are recommended for before the cruise. There are also several

to choose from in support of the on-board activities at each station

on the cruise.



The ~Cence t ~Activit Check-List  Appendices to p ! correlates
concepts, site environment information, and pre- and post- cruise ac-

tivities. Use it to plan a progr am of preparatory and fol low-up

study for students.

Follow-up to the cruise is important. The interpretation and

discussion of the data the class has collected on board wi 11 be en-

hanced by reference to Site Environment  Section II! and by selected

 Section V! include keys and checklists for the identification and

study of specimens and samples brought back from the cruise. The

class's analysis of its collective data should be mailed to the

Floating Lab Director as soon as possible.
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1ntroducti on

The Floating Lab is a unique educational opportunity for

teachers and students to study the marine environment. The program

offers "hands-on" experiences aboard a 70-foot boat, a resource manual

with curriculum materials suitable for grades 7 through 12, and two

teachers' workshops.

The two workshops are required in the Floating Lab program to

help teachers and other adult chaperones fully partici pate in the

lab experience. Certificates of attendance are available for staff

development credi t. All participants are asked to look critically

at thei r Floating Lab experi ence so the program, including the manual
and field work, can be revised and improved as a result of their

constructi ve suggestions and evaluations . The fi rst workshop will

introduce the curriculum and equipment, cover the logistics of the

trip, and acquaint teachers and chaperones with selected pre- and

post-cruise activities. The second will be aboard the lab, itself,

for familiarization with the sequence and content of onboard activi-

ties and the oceanographic methods to be used.

The Floating Lab, a large fishing boat outfitted with oceano-

graphic sampling equipment, is berthed at the Eastman's Pier i n

Hampton Harbor. The three hour trip will take the boat to three

sampling locations, beginning at the dock, moving to a point i n
the harbor, and then proceeding out into the ocean. Students and

teachers will participate fully, operating equipment, taking samp]es,

and keeping records at five learning stations aboard the boat.

Four Floating Lab instructors trained in marine science will be

aboard the lab assisting students and teachers at each station.

Back in their classrooms, students will analyze data and report

their results to us. We will, in turn, help compile returning data

from all classes into a "profile" of the study. That profile will

be sent back to the students and their teachers.



Directions

De arture and Arrival Time

The Floating Lab leaves Eastman's Pier at 8:30 a.m. sharp for

the morning session and returns at 11:30 a.m. Afternoon sessions

begin at 12:30 p.m. and end at 3:30 p.m. Please be rom t. East-

man's Pier is located adjacent to River Street, off Route 1-A, south

of the Hampton Harbor Bridge in Seabrook, New Hampshire� .

va N*h4HE O'T CR Roc.wSr@a
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Tri Cancel 1 ation

Trips will be cancelled only for severe weather conditions or

exceptionally high seas.  Light rain and cool weather are not con-

sidered severe.! If a trip is cancelled, teachers will be notified

by 6:00 a.m. It is up to the teachers to notify the other partici-

pants. If the weather seems bad and you are wondering whether the

trip will occur, call Mrs. Li'llian Eastman at 603-474-3461. Should

it be necessary to cancel a trip because of weather, it may be poss-

ible although difficult to re-schedule.



Teacher Information

Partici ation and Res onsibilit

There should be no more than 30 participants. Each class must

be accompanied by one teacher and two chaperones who are familiar
with first aid procedures. They will participate as assistants to

the Floating Lab staff.

Teachers and chape ones are also responsible for the conduct

of their students during the cruise. Please remind students that

a ship demands respect and is a hazardous place for those who i g-

nore rules of safe conduct. There must be no runni ng, jumping or

horseplay. Students should know the old sailor's maxim, "one hand

for the ship, and one for myself," and practice it at all times.

All participants must know the location of life jackets, rafts, and

buoys. These will be pointed out on the day of the cruise. Pro-

cedures for their use will also be discussed.

Everyone, including adults, should sign a release form  see

sample, next page!. These forms should be handed to the Floating

Lab coordinator on the day of the cruise.

Checklist of Recommended Equipment  No glass!

Cooler for specimens  a necessity if you plan to collect
specimens!.

Yarious-sized plastic, covered containers  two or three
plastic buckets; zi plock baggies for sediments; ther~os
bottles for plankton!.

Fixatives for specimens.  Magnesium chloride  Epsom Salts!
is an effective relaxant for invertebrates; a plastic jar
with 100cc of formalin is useful for preserving plankton!.

Hand lenses.

List of students, teachers and chaperones with emergency
contact phone numbers for each.

Release forms for ~ever one going on the Floating Lab  see
sample, next page! to be given to coordinator on the day
of the tri p.



Release Form

has my permission
Student's Name

to accompany his class aboard the Floating Lab on

In case of emergency, please ca11
Name

If my child should require a doctor' s
P one

care, the instructors and captain aboard the Floating Lab, as well

as the teacher, have my permission to secure that care.

Parent or Guardian!

* Daytime Phone

School

School Phone

*For immediate notification in event of an accident.



Student Information

Student Checklist

Personal items should be kept to a minimum and contained
in a small, soft bag to be stowed aboard the boat.

Shoes with rubber soles will be worn at all times. No
bar e feet.

Clothing should provide adequate coverage and warmth by
layering, and should be resistant to mud and salt. A
slicker or raincoat is required.

Skin protection is important. Sunscreen lotion, and pro-
tective clothing such as long sleeves and securely fasten-
ed visors or hats are advised.

Food: Eat a light breakfast, but be sure to eat. Sri ng
a snack  including sal tines! and a dri nk to have on the
boat. No lass containers.

Mal de mer: Those concerned about motion sickness should
take precautions by taking anti-motion pills 30 minutes
to one hour before the cruise. Harezlne, Bonine, and
Triptone are suggestions. All may cause drowsiness.

Cameras and binoculars may be brought at the owner's risk.
Double plastic bags are recommended for minimum protection.

A clipboard and two pencils are needed .

Conduct Aboard Shi

A ship at sea is a hazardous place. Follow the rules:

1. Know all safety regulations and proper conduct. No
running, jumping or horseplay of any ki nd.

2. Follow the captain's orders without question. He is re-
sponsible for the boat and everyone on it.

3. He responsible for your own trash; what comes on with you
goes off with you. Help keep boat clean.

4. Follow first aid procedures:

a. If an accident occurs, immediately notify a teacher,
instructor, captain or any adult.

b. If the accident is a fall on deck, do not move the

adult.



Your Name

Schoo1

Teacher

Instructors

UNH Floating Lab Oata Sheet

Grade

Ship

Capta 3 n
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On-Board Sampling Stations

Note: Students wi'll be making field
observations of birds, fishing boats, and
beaCh prOCeSSeS, aS well aS uSing the dredge
and the otter trawl, as we travel between our
three locations: the dock, channel  harbor!,
and ocean.

~ Station 5
 Navigation!

scanning sonar
radar

compass
depth-finder
auto-pilot

Loran-C
 conduc.ed

�! whe'n
boat is away
from the dock
for safety
reasons!Water II

urrents, Depth
rbidity, Color!
Secchi disc
ounding lead
urrent meter
orel-Ule Kit

bottles  ocean!

Station 3

Pelagic Area!
plankton

lankton nets
scopes

ish structure
h - external anatomy



Equi pment ? nventory

The following equipment will be provided and used aboard the lab.*

1. *Secchi di sc: whi te or bl ack and whi te di sc used to mea-
sure turbidity  lack of clarity! of the water. Turbidity
is measured by lowering the disc on a line and determin-
ing the length of line from the water's surface to the
depth at which the disc goes out of sight.

2. Forel-Ule scale: a color-comparison scale used with the
Secchi disc to determine water color.

6. Dri ft d es, bottles or bal 1 ons: detect currents.

7.

9.

bottom sediments.
10.

11. "Plankton net: a nylon mesh net for collecting Plankton.

*Teachers and students may wish to build their own hydrometers, plank-

ton nets, and Secchi discs according to suggestions in the Pre- and

Post-Cruise Activities section of this manual. There will be oppor-

to try them out aboard the lab.tunities

14

3.

4.

12

13
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Yan Dorn bottle: a plastic cylinder with a stopper at
each end connected by a rubber tube. A water sample re-
covered from a chosen depth with the Van Dorn bottle may
be tested to determine temperature, salinity, pH and dis-
solved oxygen conditions at that depth.

by addi ng indicator solution and matching colors .

Current meter: a device for measuring current speed.
A current meter with electric read-out will be used
aboard the Floating Lab.

Ox en test kit: used to determine dissolved oxygen
content of a water sample.

sediment.

Otter trawl: a long, sturdy net for collecting fish samples.

Recordin thermometer: records temperatures at various
depths.

~Dred e: a device dragged along the bottom to sample bottom
communi ti es.



Shi pboard Acti vi ty Schedule

Pre-Cruise � minutes!:

Greetings, introduction of personnel, grouping of students.

Cruise  approximately 3 hours!:

l'".ore

8.

9.

~Wra -u �-10 minutes!: Summary; clean-up; good-byes.

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Boarding � minutes !: Stow gear; go to bench in stern.

General information: Yessel safety rules; location of
emergency equipment; emergency procedures� .

Trip planning: Site description; station description;
instructions for moving from station to station; groups
move to assigned stations.

Dock sampling location �5-20 minutes!:

Station 1: Water sampling using the Yan Dorn bottle,
thermometer, pH and oxygen kits, and hydrometer .

Station 2: Water's physical parameters using the Secchi
disc, Forel-Ule scales, current meter, and sounding lead.

Station 3; Plankton and fish using the plankton net and
microscope, and studying fish structure .

Station 4: Benthic communities and sediments using the
core sampler, bottom grab, invertebrate traps, and screen.

Station 5: Navigation usi ng modern equi pment such as the
sonar, depth finder, Loran, radar, and radio; learning history
of navigation; observations of sea, tide, wind 5 weather conditions.

Underway to harbor sampling location �0 minutes!: Obser-
vation of birds, shoreline, clam-digging, and fishing boats;
horizontal plankton tow.

Harbor sampling location �0 minutes!: Teams repeat the
previous measurements; rotate once.

Underway to ocean sampling location �5 minutes!:
observation; optional horizontal plankton tow;

Ocean sampling location  includes otter trawling for 20
minutes and allows time for one rotation of stations; about
50 minutes!: Station investigations repeated; fish samples
taken; identification of fish; deployment of current bottles.

Return trip �0 minutes!: Examine fish species; complete
data sheets.



Description of Study Site

The Floating Lab studies areas of Hampton-Seabrook Harbor and

adjacent waters which are within that part of the western North

Atlantic known as the Gulf of Maine. The harbor and surrounding

marsh area cross the boundaries of Hampton, Hampton Falls and Sea-

Brook. The area is five miles long and about one and one-half miles

wide. On shore, the site is divided into two sections by Inter-

state 1A which runs north and south along the entire New Hampshire

coast. Extensive development in the Hampton-Seabrook area includes

housing developments along Interstate lA. There are mar i nas which

include docks, moorings and support facilities . Public Service

Company's Seabrook Nuclear Power Station is located at the eastern

edge of the harbor, in an upland area.

The Hampton-Seabrook Harbor is bounded by beaches, and by the

breakwaters built by the Army Corps of Engineers in the 1930's.

Longshore currents bring sand south from Hampton Beach and form a

shallow sand bar extending from the northern breakwater to rocks

outside the harbor. Previously, sand moved freely up and down the

coast, causing the harbor's entrance to shift. Even today that

shifting continues, and the harbor must be dredged periodically to

maintain a 20 to 30-foot depth at mean low water.

Off shore, the sampling area has sediments which vary from

coarsegrained sand near the beaches to much finer sand with more

silt content farther out. There are several rocky outcroppings

like Great Boars Head, Inner and Outer Sunken Rocks, and a deeper

subtidal bedrock area labeled "Ledge" in the accompanying map. Most

of the sediment has recently been deposited here by currents; how-

ever, some of the material was deposited by glaciers i n thi s part

of the northeast about 20,000 years ago . The bottom slopes gently

to a depth of about 50 feet and is broken by rocky outcroppings,

large boulders, and sand bars formed by currents along the shore.

Farther offshore, the western Gulf of Maine, adjacent to the

coast, becomes a sandy sloping area called the Bigelow Bight.

Twenty miles to the east is a shallow rise known as Jeffrey's Ledge.



Hampton-Seabrook Area

SAMPLING LOCATIONS
Oi Eastman's Dock
Qz Harbor
. Open ocean
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Sea Water

Water tern erature is considered the most important factor

in the distribution of marine life. Temperatures at the study

site seasonally range from 0.8'C to 19.7'C. Distribution of

species, reproduction periods, length of time for development,

and other physiological functions are all controlled by temperature.

Temperature layers separated by thermoclines occur when

surface water, warmed by the sun, rests on top of colder, denser

water. Temporary thermoclines which form in summer months

are often broken down by vertical mixing caused by northeast

winds.

The intertidal areas near Sunken Rocks at the mouth of the

harbor and the shallow waters within the harbor have high

temperatures due to the heat of the sun. Harbor waters may be

much warmer than adjacent open ocean water.

~Salinit is the total amount of dissolved solids in the
water and is made up of all known elements. The salinity of

open ocean water is approximately 34 parts per thousand  o/oo!

or about 3.5'A. This can change drastically, however, in bays

and estuaries. Salinity varies with amount of precipitation,

evaporation, and runoff from rivers.

In the Hampton-Seabrook area, salinity normally ranges

from 31 o/oo to 34 o/oo, except during the spring when rain and

runoff may lower it to 25-27 o/oo. On any particular day,

salinity may vary from 1-3 o/oo between the harbor and open

ocean. The Hampton-Seabrook estuary has relatively high salinity

most of the year because little fresh water runoff enters from

upi a nd.

Dissolved ox en in the water is important because marine

animals need oxygen for respiration. Oxygen comes from photo-

synthesis by phytoplankton and algae, and from the atmosphere.

Other significant dissolved gases are nitrogen and carbon dioxide.

21



~H is the measure of alkalinity and acidity. Open ocean

water is slightly alkaline with a pH of 8.0. 8iological activity
in estuarine waters lowers pH as the production of carbon dioxide

produces carbonic acid. Tidal currents mix these waters, so

animals must adapt to rapid changes in pH.

liciht. The photic zone  the layer into which sunlight

can penetrate! is usually the top 100 meters or so of ocean

water, but it may be 50 meters or less in coastal waters. Light

is absorbed, reflected and scattered by particles in the water.

Wavelengths of light differ in their penetrating power; green-

blue light penetrates the deepest.

The color of water is the result of the reflection or

scattering of light by suspended particles. A greenish color

occurs when many particles are sus pended, reflect'.ng back most

of the light.

Nutrients. Plant growth substances, such as nitrogen and

phosphorus, are dissolved in seawater as NO>  nitrate!, N02
 nitrite!, NH4+  ammonia!, and P04  phosphate!. These compounds
are liberated from fecal waste and decayi ng plant and animal

matter, and are distributed by currents, becoming available

to plants for growth.

22



Currents

Qcean waters are constantly in motion, and that motion is

called "current." There are two major types of currents:

densi ty currents and wind-driven currents . The Gulf Stream is an

example of a wind-driven current. Urged on by the trade winds,

it flows west f'rom northern Africa until it hits the waters of

the Gulf of Mexico . From ther e it jets out into the Atlantic in

a stream 50 miles wide and 1,500 feet deep at s peeds of up to

five miles an hour, pushing along four billion tons of water a

minute. Off Newfoundland, it meets the icy Labrador Current

which drifts southward, and together, they flow east toward

Lurope.

A combination of three forces--the sun's heat, winds, and

the Coriolis'effect--cause sea currents to circulate in a clock-

wise direct~on in the northern hemisphere and a counterclockwise

direction below the equator in the southern hemisphere.  The

Coriolis effect is the tendency, due to the earth's rotation,

for all moving objects to turn slightly to the right in the

northern hemisphere and to the left in the southern hemisphere.

In the Gulf of Maine, waters move in a gyre  or eddy! in a

general counterclockwise direction, which is opposite to the

general direction of currents in the northern hemisphere. The

23



Gul f of Maine Gyre movement is due to fresh water runoff from

Nova Scotia, wind from the north called the Westerlies, and basin

and shorel ine shapes.

Density currents are the result of differences in density

among water masses. Cold water is more dense than warm water;

sea water, with its dissolved salts, is more dense than fresh

water.

The heat from the sun acts on the oceans as it does on the

atmosphere . As air is warmed, it becomes less dense and ri ses .

Cooler, heavier air moves in to take its place, creati ng a wi nd .

When the same process occurs in the ocean, the motion of the
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Waves

Waves are caused by wind and pressure exerted by the atmosphere.

Wave height is determined by wind speed, wind direction, fetch

 distance of open water over which the wave was blown!, and sea

state when the wave was first formed.

64 lhvhI

As a wave approaches the shore it begins to drag on the bottom

due to -friction as it moves on the uprising shoreline. As it

topples over, it is called a breaker.

4REO keR5
SG!CI�

Waves produce longshore currents which move sand along a beach;

in New England, the longshore current is generally in a north to

south direction. Waves often approach the shore at an angle, and

the closer they get the more they tend to bend toward the shore. The

part of the wave entering shallow water first is slowed by the bottom,

while the part still out i n deeper water races ahead. 8ut this action

is never complete, and creates flows of water along the beach called

27



~ion shore currents. If the longshore current flows back out to

sea through narrow, storm-cut gaps in offshore sand bars, it may

carry a swimmer out to sea. A swimmer caught in such a "rip tide"

should try to swim across the current until he is out of it.

langshoR6
CuRR~nt
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Tides

The alternating rise and fall of sea level, commonly called

the tidal cycl e, is caused by the gravitational pul 1 of the moon
and the sun on the earth. The earth, moon, and sun attract one

another, and the ocean is pulled toward the moon and sun. Because

the moon is closer than the sun to the earth, it exerts a greater

tidal influence. Since the earth and moon rotate around each

other, there is also a centrifugal force which moves water away

from the side of the earth opposite the moon. Thus, high  or low!

tides are experienced simultaneously on both sides of the earth.

x - low tide  water
drawn away!

Because of the earth's rotation and the moon's movement

around the earth, tides occur approximately one hour later each

day. When the sun, moon, and earth are lined up, tides are

extreme due to combined gravitational attract~on. These are

called "spring tides"  x, next page!. When the sun and moon pull

29

6 y - high tide  water
drawn toward the
moon!

z - water moves away
from the earth

 centrifugal force!



on the earth at right angles to each other, the tides don't rise

and fall as much as usual and are called "neap tides"  y!.

x - "Spring tides,"
extremely high
and low tides

 new or full moon,
twice each month!

y � "Neap tides,"
moderate tides

 quarter or
gibbous moon,
twice each month!

0 Y

At Hampton about 3.5 billion gallons of harbor water are

carried into the open ocean during the tidal cycle. The average

velocity of water at the Hampton bridge during tidal cycle varies

from 0 to 3.05 feet per second.

Local conditions have a tremendous effect on the height,

time, and intensity of the tides. The shape of the basin, the

volume of water, and friction on the bottom are significant

factors. Transitory factors such as barometric pressure, storms,

and winds also affect the amplitude of the tides.
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The very sensitive dune and trough area is held together by

the roots of plants. Plants, particularly those which reproduce

by rhizomes  creeping stems!, such as the sea oat, stabilize the dunes

and catch sand carried by the wind. Other plants may include sea

pursling, mor ning glory, goldenrod and daisies. Between the dunes, in

the well protected trough area, a maritime forest is often found where

shrubs, small trees, pines and poison ivy grow stunted and lopsided

from salt spray and prevailing winds.

Beaches are dynamic environments constantly being altered by

natural processes. In winter when wave energy is great, fine, light

sand materials are moved offshore by wave action. They are deposited

as nearshore, underwater sand bars which normally develop parallel

to the coast. During summer months the beach is built up again by

low rolling waves which carry the sand bars' finer sediments back

onto the shore.

Man's activities on the beach may upset these natural processes.

Riding vehicles or walking on the dunes, or constructing buildings on

them, intensifies beach erosion as the stabilizing grasses are killed.

The natural movement of sand along the beach by longshore currents is

interrupted by piers, breakwaters and jetties. This construction

often builds one beach site while starving another site downstream.

During major storms, damage to buildings and loss of human life can

often be traced to unwise development.
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Estuary

The Hampton-Seabrook estuary fits the classic definition of

an estuary: a semi-enclosed coastal body of water with an open

connection to the ocean. The estuary's sea water is measureably

diluted with fresh water from land drainage, as rivers, creeks,

and streams meet the ocean. Plants and animals in the estuary

include some species from the adjacent ocean and some from fresh

waters.

The Hampton-Seabrook estuari ne system includes one of the

largest tidal marshes in New England, intertidal flats, submerged

lands and vegetation. Several hundred acres of intertidal flats

fringe the mouths of the tidal rivers: the Blackwater, Brown's,

and Hampton Rivers, and I'Pill and Hunt's Island Creeks. These

contribute little runoff and are quite salty. This system is an

important part of the coastal zone and has a si gnificant biological

impact on the whole coastal area.

Tidal influences are a dominant feature of an estuary . In the

Hampton-Seabrook study area, the normal tidal cycle is twelve and

one-half hours long. Daily rise and fall of the tide averages

eight feet, submerging the marshlands three to four feet below the

high tide.

The estuary and associated salt marsh systems were formed

about 10,000 years ago when the sea level rose as a result of

glacial melting . Estuaries have also been formed by glacial

gouging of coastal areas and by drowning of r~ver valleys as

happened i n the Piscataqua River basin resulting in the Great Bay

estuarine system.

The Floating Lab study site supports a wide variety of plant

and animal life. The salt marshes, intertidal flats and submerged

ar eas form a complex habi tat that prov~ des food and cover for

large populations of shellfish, finfish, sea worms, migratory

water fowl, shorebirds, aquatic mammals, and other animals . Even

as seaweeds and salt marsh grasses die, they provide important
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nutrients for plankton, molluscs, crustaceans, and others. These

unique habitats are essential to the life cycle of many marine

animals as spawning and nursery areas. Tidal creeks of the

estuary provide the necessary habitat for flounder, striped bass,

American eel, smelt, killifish, stickleback, and other finfish.

Clams are dug r ecreationally in the estuary's tidal flats, and

lobsters and sea worms are present in commercial quantities.
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Sal t Marsh

The extensive Hampton-Seabrook salt marsh is a transitional

wetland zone between the uplands and the ocean. Pockets of sal t

marsh are found along the whole New Hampshire coast, but the most

extensive are found in the Great Bay and Hampton-Seabrook estuaries.

Of the 7,500 acres of salt marsh in Hampton, 2,800 are found in

Hampton Falls and Seabrook near the Floating Lab site.

As the glaciers which extended beyond the continental shelf

began to meIt, the shoreline was exposed, and bays and estuaries

were formed along the irregular coast. Gradually the ocean rose,

flooded the land, and deposited sediments in shallow areas. Shore-

birds carried marsh grass seeds to these sediments, and the marsh

began to grow. As the ice continued to retreat, sea level rose,

and the process was repeated severa'I times. Evidence of earlier

marsh deposits and nearby forest can best be seen at Odiorne Po~nt

where marsh and cedar stumps are found among the tide pools.

In the 17th century, New Hampshire colonists valued the salt

marsh as a source of food for themselves and nutritious salt hay

for their stock. The marsh played a major role in food and forage

production until the early part of the 20th century. Then, with

i ncreasi ng population pressure and desirability of water f'ront prop-

erty, people began to fill and develop salt marshes .

Several natural fluctuations regulate life in the salt marsh:

1! seasonal and daily temperature changes; 2! tidal cycles, and 3!

variations in salinity. ~Sartina alterni flora and ~Sartina patens

are the dominant vegetation. These grasses produce nearly ten tons

of organic matter per acre per year. Some marsh organic matter is

eaten on site by "primary consumers" such as insects, snails, and

deer. The majority of material, however, is decomposed by bacteria

and other micro-organisms, and forms nutritious detritus which is

transported by currents i nto the estuarine system and i nto adjacent

coastal waters. These nutrients contribute to what is called the

world's most productive nursery, where shellfish, young finfish,

and water fowl thrive. Many kinds of ocean-dwelling fish come to
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the marshes to spawn and then return to the sea. Clams, oysters,

crabs and mussels also live in the marsh. Herons, ducks and egrets

are found in the marsh during nesting and breeding times. This

abundance of life is directly related to the rich nutrients in the

marsh.

Humans are an integral part of the marsh system. Industriali-

zation of the coast has meant increased development. Marshes today

cover about one-third of their original area on the Atlantic coast.

Salt marshes in New Hampshire have been filled, dredged or cut off

from the open ocean by construction of roads, shoreline housing,

marinas and industry. Controversy continues to surround the use

and development of the salt marsh. It is critical that people be

aware of the value of salt marshes and the natural services they

provide: nutrient cycling, storm energy absorption, the foundation

of our valuable fisheries, and flood and erosion control.

Formation of the Salt Marsh -- th4 OCCOeolatiOn eE
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Al gae

aL

~ ~'r

Typi ca 1
Algae Parts

Blue- reen al ae  phylum Cyano-

phyta are the simplest in appearance

and may be one of the earliest forms

of life. The cells lack a nucleus.

Chlorophyll is scattered through the ,

cell. These algae form the dark

area in the high tidal zone. Pick

up a rock that lies near the high

tide line� . Bring i t back to the lab,

scrape off the slime and look at it

under a microscope. This is probably

blue-green algae.

Calothrix
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Algae are primitive plants without

roots, stems or leaves. Algae can absorb

carbon dioxide, water and the nutrients

needed for photosynthesis through their

entire surface. Many algae species are

single-celled; some are colonial. Others

grow in sheets, filaments, or as large,

relatively complex plants with a hold-

fast, st~pe, and blade.

Algae has long been valued by man as

a source of food which is high in vita-

mins and minerals. Algin, a stabilizer

used in dairy products, is produced by

the fingered kelp. Irish moss is a

source of car rageenan which is used in

ice cream and many other foods. Extracts

from algae are also used in the manufac-

ture of cosmetics.



Sea Colander
~Aarum cr ihrosum

1 meter

Sea Lettuce

Viva lactuca

up to 60 cm.

~Red al ae  phylum Rodophysa! are

found predominantly below the low

tide line. They photosynthesize

using the limited light in the

lower depths of the photic zone.

There are also several species

that can be abundant in the

intertidal zone, including Irish

moss.

Irish Moss
Chohdrus ~eris us

up to 18 cm.
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more complex plants. Each of

the i r eel 1 s contains a nuc 1 eus

and chloroplasts. They are

coneonly found in areas that

have a freshwater runoff as does

the Hampton Harbor area. Many

types of mari ne and freshwater

green algae may be used as

indicators of pollution. Look

for them in the harbor.

are the largest marine algae.

Kelp, prevalent below the low

tide line, can grow to 67 meters

in depth in the Gulf of Maine.

The brown algae also include the

rockweeds, which dominate the

rocky intertidal zone.



'Animal Classification

There are fifteen major groups of animals  phyla! found in

the marine environment. Most are invertebrates, but the phylum

Chordata has a subphylum, "Vertebrata," which includes all marine

animals with backbones. Each group of animals has evolved special

characteristics which allow it to survive in its own particular

habitat.

Protozoa are one-celled animals
such as Ci bicides lobatulus,
found in the sediment and

throughout the water column.

Cibicides lobatulus

Finger Sponge
Haliclona ocul ata

up to 46 cm.

Sea Anemone
Metri dium seni1 e

up to 10 cm.
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Porifera, or sponges, are
collections of semi-
independent cells working
together. They have
skeletons made of silica,
spongin or calcium carbonate .
Sponges are attached or
"fixed" and are found in a
great variety of shapes.

Cnidaria are sac-like animals,
such as jellyfish, anemones,
hydroids and corals. They
exhibit radial symmetry and
have specialized stinging cells
known as nematocysts.



2.5 cm.

up to l .2 m.

Blue Mussel
~Mti1 us coul is

up to l0 cm.
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p at e mint es are
flatworms having soft,
unsegmented bodies with
no appendages .

Milky Ribbon Worm
Cerebratulus lacteus

Annelida are segmented worms
with a definite head region,
bearing organs adapted for
hearing, grabbing, tasting
and seeing as well as a
"brain." The most common
marine annelid, the clam
worm, is often found in
Hampton Harbor.

Flatworn
~Noto 1aoa atomata

Nemer t i nea are ro und worms
with soft, contractile,
cylindrical bodies. They
have a complete digestive
system, and are found in mud
and soft sediments .

Clam Worm

Nereis virens

20.5 cm. average

Mollusca include snails,
clams, octopuses and sea
slugs.



to 7.5 cm.

up to 12 cm.

5 cm.
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Rock Crab

Cancer irroratus

Echinodermata are spiny-skinned
animals usually based on a
five-part, radial pattern.
Most move around on tube feet
eating bivalves  as some sea
stars do! or browsing on
algae and detritus.

Mummichog
Fundulus heteroclitus

~d 'i -Ig
animals such as crabs,
lobsters, and shrimp. All
have a hard exoskeleton.

Common Sea Star

Rsserias ~vul aria

Chordata have nerve cords,
often protected by a backbone
or notochord. This phylum
includes vertebrates such as
birds, mammals, reptiles and
fish.



Plankton

The term "plankton" originates from the Greek "planktos,"

meaning "wanderer." Most planktonic organisms are microscopic,

but some, such as jellyfish, are larger. The organisms live sus-

pended in water, and are subject to wind, waves and tides. The
plant plankton are called "phytoplankton," and the animals, "zoo-

plankton ." In your Floating Lab experi ence you will observe a

number from each group.

The two major types of phytoplankton--dinoflagellates and

di atoms--are easily distinguishable .

Dinofla ellates are one-celled, mobile, and have,two whi p-like

appendages called "flagella" which propel them through the water.

Some give off light  bioluminescence!. Some are photosynthetic

and are encased in beautiful, ornate shells, wh~le others have

thin flexible coverings. All species have two flagella. Repro-

duction occurs through bi nary fission. Occasionally, a "bloom,"

or population explosion, of certai n di noflagellates occurs . "Red
tide" is such a bloom and can poison humans who eat filter-feeding

molluscs which have i ngested the di noflagellates .

Diatoms have clear silica  glass! cases which surround each

cell. They are one-celled but may form colonies . They are the

most important plants i n the sea and are responsible for 90K of

oceanic photosynthesis . All di atoms must spend much of thei r time

in the photic  light-penetrating! zone to ensure their survival.

known. The life cycles of many aquatic animals include a plank-

tonic stage. These are ~tern rar 1arva1 stages of 1arger animais

such as clams, worms, barnacles, or lobsters. Eggs of some fish

are also included among the zooplankton. Most of the zooplankters

you see will probably be members of the class Crustacea in the

phylum Arthropoda. These include copepods and shrimp, which are

permanent zoopiankters.
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The Sottom Dwellers

Benthie Communities of the Hampton-Seabrook Estuary

A community is a group of interacting organisms commonly found

living together . Who its members are and the way they make their

living are dependent on the environment or "habitat" in which they

are found . For example, some people living inland i n rural New

Hampshire may make their living by farming, while some residents of

Seabrook are commercial fishermen. Using the core and the grab

samplers . as well as the otter trawl and the dredge, several differ-

ent benthic marine habitats and their communities can be studied.

Sediments that have a large amount of decayed plant and animal

11 feel sticky or slimy, and the organic material

sediment particles together. Gritty sediments  the

less organic material and can be classified as fine,

1 i fe in them wi

helps hold the

sands! contain

medium or coars

tf the sed

e, according to their grain size.

iments smell like rotten eggs, it indicates that hy-

 H>S! is being produced as bacteria break down organic
the other hand, if the sediments have a clean smell,

drogen sulfide

materials. On

there is more oxygen present and aerobic bacterial activity is break-

ing down organic materials in a process which produces water.

The anaerobic and aerobic layers of sediments vary in depth,

depending upon sedimentation rate and organic content. These layers,

and the sediment type present  clay, silt, sand, or gravel! determine

the types of animals living in a location. Using the chart and dia-

gram on the next page, notice how the characteris tics of each habi-

tat influence what lives where.

By using three senses--touch, si ght and smell--we can investi-

gate our core samples . Sediments relatively hi gh i n oxygen are

light-colored  tan or light brown!, as compared to darker sediments

which contain less oxygen. Other factors, such as the source of the

sediments and the amount of organic material they contain, can influ-

ence color, a' tso.



Benthic Communities

Habi tat Or anisms

Open
Ocean
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Very thin aerobic layer;
almost totally anaerobic

Thin aerobic layer, atop
thicker layer of anaero-
bic sediments.

Thick aerobic layer;
tidal; clean.

Fairly thick aerobic
layer; sandy; hard-
packed in places; little
organic material.

reddish worms--live only one
month!.

worms--long, narrow tubes;
amphipods--broad, flat
tubes!. The tubes attach
them to the sediments and
1et them take oxygen from
the water. Polychaetes
graze the bottom; amphipods
resuspend and filter sedi-
ments.

Soft-shelled clam  M~a
arenaria!: a burrower;
filters 1ankton from water

Mostly burrowers from 3 phy
1! Echinodermata--sand doll
2! Annelida--polychaetes;

cumaceans, iso ods, am hipo



What Makes a Fish a Fish' ?

l. Fish live all their lives in water.

Fish have scales. Scales are outgrowths of skin, and
can be any of several shapes.

Fish usually have gills for respiration.

Fish have appendages  fins! specially structured for
movement through water.

4.

More than 70% of the earth's surface is covered by water, so

perhaps it is no wonder that there are so many fish species--some

15-17,000 making up 437 of the known vertebrates. Hy contr ast,

there are only about 4,500 species of mammals, the group to which

human beings belong.

On earth 400 million years before humans . fish have !iaa ti me to

develop a remarkable diversity. They range in size from a fraction

of an inch '.o monsters 50 feet long. They survive in a range of

environments: from three miles above sea level in mountain streams

The carti lagenous fish include sharks, skates and rays. They

are characterized by a skeleton made completely of cartilage rather

than bone. Although lacking the swim bladder which prevents a bony
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to nearly seven miles beneath the sea; from freezing water to hot

springs; from fresh water ponds to salty seas.

Fish come in many different sizes and shapes, each adapted to

a particular environment. A flat, triangular fish such as the flounder

is well adapted to living on the bottom. The streamlined torpedo shape

of a shark is useful for speed and constant locomotion. Some fish,

such as the puffer, are round and can "blow themselves up" to a

larger size when an enemy approaches. The eel has a snake-like shape

and can slip into crevices to hide.

There are three classes of marine fish: the "no-jaw" Agnatha;

the cartilagenous skeleton type, Chondricthyes, such as sharks; and

the Ostei chthyes, or bony skeleton type.

The jawless fish include lamprey eels and hagfish. 8oth are para-

sitic c, i .e., they attach themselves to the bodies of other living

fish to get their food.



fish from sinking to the bottom when not actively swimning, a

Chondrichthyes has a large liver which provides some buoyancy.

Sharks, the most infamous of the cartilagenous fish, are caught

for food in some parts of the world, and though they have been

known to return the favor on occasion, stories of their attacks

on humans are exaggerated.

Osteichthyes, the bony-skeleton type, include most fish which

are caught commercially or recreationally.
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Birds of Coastal New Hampshire

Many species of birds inhabit New Hampshire's offshore waters.

The most common, the herring gull, and its close relative, the great

blackbacked gull, are easily observed. Currently, there are approxi-

mately 3800 pairs of herring gulls that nest at the Isles of Shoals,

and roughly 2200 pairs of great blackbacked gulls. Competition from

the growing population of great blackbacked gul ls, and the steady

elimination of garbage dumps--a favorite spot for the herring gull--

are challenging the latter 's current dominance. The great black-

backed gulls appear to favor a diet of crustaceans and bivalves

rather than the contents of garbage dumps. Both species assume a

predator/scavenger role and can be seen descending in great numbers

upon the intertidal areas as the tide fails. Sometimes Bonaparte's,

ring-billed, and laughing gulls visit the harbor, too.

Canadian geese and many species of ducks may be seen  and heard!
while flying in their characteristic "V" formations while migrating

north in May. Some ducks, such as mallards and black ducks, live

in the estuary and are often found near the Eastman's dock. Both

the great and double-crested cormorants are seasonal residents of

our coast and may be seen standing on the offshore rocks. Cormor-

ants can often be observed standi ng in a characteristic "clothes-

line" position, that is, with their wings fully extended to catch

the wind and dry thei r feathers . The great cormorant arri ves i n

New Hampshire from more northerly waters in November as the double-

crested cormorant is begi nni ng its southward migration to Florida

for the winter.

Another familiar bird in Hampton-Seabrook Harbor is the common

tern. Terns are often seen flying gracefully over the water search-

ing for small fish or shrimp, which they capture by diving from the

air.

Qadi ng bi rds such as plovers and sandpi pers can be seen along

the shores of the estuary .
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Marine Mammals of Coastal New Hampshire

Marine mammals in the Gulf of Maine include whales  humpback,

minke, sei and right whales!, whitesided dolphins, harbor propoises
and harbor seals. Like land mammals they are warm-blooded and nourish

their young on the mother's milk.

Hodies of marine mammals are well-adapted for life in the sea .

Most are streamlined, making it easier for them to move through the

water. Seals' limbs are mod~fied to form flippers. Rather than

vertical tails like fish, whales have horizontal tails--an adaptation

that enables them to di ve and surface easily� . Whales are insulated

from cold ocean waters by a think layer of fat  blubber!, which also

provides buoyancy, padding, and a source of energy when food is scarce.

Young marine mammals are born well-developed and with thei r eyes

open . The hi gh protei n and fat content of mari ne mammals� ' mi 1 k puts

fat on the young quickly, giving them needed insulation from the cold

and providing quick energy for metabolism. The young grow fast and

can care for themselves early in life--adaptations essential to sur-

vival in the marine environment. An 80-foot blue whale may give

birth to a 25 foot long, two-ton calf. Within one year the calf will

''ouble its length.

One of the most fascinating aspects of marine mammals, especially

whales, is their ability to dive deep and stay down a long time. Al-

though their lungs are not much larger proportionately than those of

land mammals, sperm whales can dive to depths of 3,000 feet and stay

down for as long as 90 minutes.

Cetaceans  whales and dolphins! have poor senses of smell and

taste, but their eyesight and hearing are excellent. The intelligence

of cetaceans has been said to be somewhere between that of dogs and

chimpanzees, but some researchers claim that dolphins have an intelli-

gence equal to or greater than humans. Cetaceans make a variety of

sounds, both for "talking" wi th one another and, in some cases, for

use as a sort of sonar to locate food and avoid underwater objects.

Cetaceans breath through nostrils  bl'ow-holes! on top of the head.
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Whales are the largest animals known. In fact, the blue whale,

reaching a length of 100 feet and a weight of more than 100 tons, is

the largest animal that has ever lived. Whales can grow so large

because their body weight is supported by the water.

"Dolphin" and "porpoise" are names that often cause confusion.

Generally, the long-beaked forms are called ~dol h1ns, and the small,

snubby-nosed forms are called goer olses. These words are often used

interchangeably, although there is a definite dolphin family  Del-

phinidae! and a definite porpoise f'aimily  Phocoenidae!. There is

also a fish called a dolphin.

Harbor seals may be found basking on offshore rocks at various

times of' the year. As many as 35 seals have spent the early and mid-

winter months near ,'Ior th Beach i n Hampton i n past years . As spring

approaches, seals begi n thei r migration northward back to Maine� 's

coastal islands and coves .

Despite claims by some lobstermen, seals do not generally prey

upon lobsters. Stomach content analyses repeatedly find that fish--especially pollock--are their favorite diet. Aet 4aalue
4o jcalc .
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Ecology

The sun, which provides energy for photosynthesis, is the

most important source of energy for marine ecosystems as well as

as for those on land . The only known exceptions are the recently

discovered communities on the floor of the Pacific Ocean where

the driving energy is geothermal.

Most of the living matter of the sea, or "biomass," is

plant life: the seaweeds, grasses, and phytoplankton. They

are called "primary producers," and only about 10'I of their

biomass is converted into biomass of the herbivores  plant eaters!.

The carnivores {meat eaters!, in turn, feed on the herbivores,

and incorporate only about 10 ' of thei r prey into their biomass .
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Plants and animals decompose and are chewed into smaller

pieces by numerous detritus-feeders such as worms, small crustaceans,

snails, etc. The resulting detritus is then fed on by micro-

organisms  bacteria, fungi, etc.! releasing phosphorus and nitrogen,

nutrients now available for further growth of seaweeds, grasses,

and phytoplankton. This cycle is sometimes referred to as the

food chain.

The distribution of life forms i n the sea is restri cted by

this fact: that the consumption of one organism by another

involves a net loss  about 90,.! of energy. Obviously, then,

there must be far more pri mary producers than predators i n any

ecosystem. Here in the North Atlantic, the combi ned productivity

of' primary producers, such as rockweeds, salt marsh harasses,

kelp beds and phytoplankton, is probably greater than any comparable

area in the world, and forms the basis of our abundant fish

populations; and, therefore, our fishing industry.



Fish and Fishing in the North Atlantic

The continental shelf broadens out from the New England coast

to form Georges Bank, one of the most productive fishing grounds in

the world. Most New Hampshire fishermen, however, fish on Jeffrey's

Ledge, West Jeffrey's, or near the Isles of Shoals, all within 30 miles

of Hampton-Seabrook Harbor.

On the north side of the harbor, the State of New Hampshire

operates a 350-foot, fish pier with moorings, a 65-foot recreational

boating dock, and a launching ramp. In 1980, ther e were 4.5 million

pounds of fish landed at the Hampton State Fish Pier, accounting for

,about one-quarter of the catch at all three state piers  the others

being at Rye and Portsmouthl.

Otter trawls are used by most of the fishing vessels in the

northeast; however, about 70K of New Hampshire fishermen set gi llnets .

Gi llnetting is popular here because smaller, less-expensive boats and

equipment can be used. A three or four-man crew plays out the

transparent polypropelene nets from the boat so that they hang like

a fence in the water. The "fence," with floats on the top and weights

on the bottom, is anchored in the water for a day or so. Then it

is hauled in over the side of the boat, and the crew removes the fish

which have been caught by their gills in the net, cleans them, and

packs them in ice.

In 1980 there were three trawlers, or "draggers," operating from

the Seabrook side of the harbor. Larger than a gillnet boat, a trawler

is equipped wi th a big rotating drum on which the net is rolled and

stored. Trawling is done with a cone-shaped net, 100 to 150 feet long,

called the otter trawl. It's mouth spread open by heavy steel or wooden

doors, the otter trawl is towed for several hours. The bottom of the

net, or "ground line," is weighted and sometimes has rollers to help

it move more smoothly over the bottom. At the mouth of the net,

"tickler chains" help nudge the fish into the net. The net is pulled

in unti 1 the "cod-end"  the tapered end! can be lifted into the boat.

The fish are dumped into the bottom of the boat, and cleaned and iced

as the boat returns home.
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Most fish caught by local fishermen are sold to the Tri-coastal

Cooperative, or to local restaurants and fish markets. Although Booth

Fisheries operates a seafood processing plant nearby on Interstate 95,

it buys no local fish.

Commercially important species caught off the New Hampshire coast

include hake, haddock, pollock, cusk, halibut and herring. In the

summer, the swordfish and the bluefin tuna migrate to the Gulf of

Maine where they are taken commercially or for sport, with rod and reel,

or wi th harpoon. The bluefin, an oceanic wanderer, may grow as long

as fourteen feet and weigh more than lt000 pounds.

Two of the most important commercial species to New England

fishermen are the cod and the flounder.

The Cod

The Cod  Gadus morhuaI was a major factor in the diet and trade

of the early European settlers of the New England coast, and has been

a mainstay for commercial fishing here ever since. Records kept by

early colonists tell of an abundance of large cod, some over 200 pounds

and six feet long. Today, the cod is still important commercially,

constituting 95K of the early spring catch off New England, with most

fish weighing between 12 and 35 pounds and averaging about three feet

in length.

Cod are "groundfish," usually swimming within six feet of the

bottom. They live in the Gulf of Maine year-round, tolerating a range

of water temperatures. Cod spawn in winter, each female producing about

one million transparent, buoyant eggs. The newly hatched larvae feed

on diatoms and later on zooplankton. As the fish develop, they turn to

worms and small crustaceans, and soon are swallowing whole clams and

mussels, and eating squid and octopus as well. Fishermen report occa-

sionally seeing a cod supplementing its diet with an offshore bird.

The Flounder

Thousands of pounds of flounder are caught and marketed in New

Hampshire each year. The winter flounder  Pseudo leuronectes americanus!
and the ye11owtai1  Limanda ~ferru ina! are leading contributors to the

New England flounder fishery, which exceeds two million dollars per year.

Sportfishing for flounder, with rod and reel or with dropline, is also

very popular throughout New 'England.
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The life cycle of the flounder is similar to that of the cod.

The larval flounder eats diatoms and zooplankton. As the larvae be-

come adult fish, tiny crustaceans, worms and molluscs become the

preferred prey. When the young flounder completes its metamorphosis--

when one eye migrates over the nose to locate beside the other, and

the fish settles to the bottom to live there permanently--it adds

amphipods and isopods to its diet. From that point on, most of the

flounder's movement is horizontal, migrating to the open ocean for

the summer and early fall, and returning to spend the winter and spring

in the estuary.

Like cod, flounder are groundfish, and as such are among the

f~rst finfish to feel the effects of environmental change. Their

prey live in and on the bottom sediments, where pollutants accumulate.

Estuaries that have high concentrations of pollutants. or are victims

of dredge and fill operations, may have their "nursery" characteristics

harmed; but in any case, they pose a potential threat to human health.

Whenever people eat fish, they enter the marine food chain and are ex-

posed to the environmental conditions under which the fish lived. This

is an important consideration in the siting of power plants, dumps,

sewage treatment plants and the like. It is also a concern when runoff

from agricultural and industrial areas includes harmful chemicals.
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Lobsters and Lobstering

A large and valuable New England industry, 1obstering in New
Hampshire grosses more than one million dollars annually and employs

about 150 people, about one-third of which are full-time lobstermen.

During the '70's, more than 360 commercial and 150 recreational lob-

ster licenses were sold annually. There are about 35 lobster boats

operating out of Hampton-Seabrook Harbor. Nost local lobstermen

set their traps near shore, some going out to sea all seasons of the

year.

Lobstering in New England is hard work. Bad weather, poaching

by ski n di vers, an ever-changing market, and costly gear loss are

some of the problems faced by lobstermen. Bad weather alone can

cause a loss of fishi ng time, damage to the boat and loss of traps

and buoys . Often these lost "ghost traps" contai n lobsters, result-

ing in a double loss to the lobstermen.

It can cost as much as $75,000 to outfit oneself with a boat,

traps, a truck, dock, and tools for full-time lobstering. However,

many lobstermen build thei r own wooden traps, use existing docks,

and buy smaller, used boats to start with. Still, initial expenses

for starting a lobstering business are considerable, and upkeep and

replacement of equipment is a continuing expense.

Locally, lobstermen sell thei r catch to restaurants, fish markets,

and individuals, but most are sold to the New Hampshire Lobster Com-

pany located near the State Pier in Hampton Beach. They may keep

thei r fall and earl y winter catch in "holding cars, " submerged boxes

where lobsters are kept alive until prices go up.

New Hampshire state laws require the licensing of all lobster-

men, and limit minimum size to 3-3/16 inches measured from the back

of the eye to the beginning of the tail  the same size that Maine

allows!. Egg-bearing females cannot be kept, and their tails are

often notched before release as an aid to future identification.



Legally, a would-be lobsterman can fish for lobster anywhere

within the jurisdiction of his state license . In practice, he must

be accepted by those already working out of a particular harbor.

All lobster traps are marked by buoys, and each lobsterman has his

own uniquely colored buoys . Although lobstermen are very i ndepen-
dent, often working alone in their small boats, they do cooperate
to regulate their own territories, and even impose some conserva-

tion measures upon themselves.

The American lobster  Homarus americanus!, a hard-shelled,

bottom-dwelling crustacean that lives at depths of from 6 to 1Z00

feet, is the famous New England lobster. In wi nter they migrate

to warmer water and may bury themselves in mud or hide out in the

kelp-rich areas. Lobsters are scavengers, eating small c. ustaceans,

clams, mussels, oysters, and even fish. They are a'Iso cannibalis-

tic, which is one of the reasons lobstermen use rubber bands or

pegs to hold their claws closed when they are caught. Lobsters

molt several times during their growth, usually in the summer, and

go into hiding each time until their new shells harden.

Lobsters are usually caught in wooden traps which are lowered

to the bottom and retrieved after a couple of days, either by hand

or wi th the aid of a motor-driven winch. The trap is then rebait-

ed with "chum"  redfish is a favorite lobster bait! and dumped over

the side once again.
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Clams and Cl awning

Qn almost any weekend during the winter and spring months when

the tide is low, you can see people harvesting clams on the flats

to the west of the Eastman's dock. Clamming, an important marine

industry in Maine, is strictly recreational in New Hampshire, where

licenses are sold to state residents by agents of the Fish and Game

Department. One peck a day is the limit, and the delicious steamers

 ~M a arenaria! taken recreationally cannot legally be sold. Harvest-

ing can be done on Friday and Saturday only. Although Maine has a

minimum size limit on clams, New Hampshire has none, trusting people

to throw back the smaller ones. It is estimated that about 9,4OO

bushels of clams were available for harvesting in the Hampton Harbor

area in 1982.

Clams are harvested with a short handled fork which is driven

into the flat at an angle, and hefted to flip over a forkful of

sediment and expose the clams. No area should be dug more than

twice every four to six months, to allow the small clams time to

re-orient themselves i n thei r habitat.

Clams are filter feeders, drawing in water and straining food

out as the water passes through their filters. They grow wherever

there are tidal flats such as those in Hampton. Because they are

filter feeders, they concentrate pollutants suspended in the water.

New Hampshire clam flats are regularly closed each summer when the

increase in human population nearby directly affects the pollution

level of the estuary .

Clams are depositories for the toxin of the ~Gon aolax tamerensis

organism, the local source of the dreaded "red tide," which causes

paralytic shell fish poisoning  PSP! in humans who eat tainted bivalves.

New Hampshire flats are closely monitored for red tide, and warnings

are posted when the organism becomes too prevalent. All flats are

closed from the end of May through September.
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Navigation Aids

Through the use of equi pment aboard shi p and aids to navigation

in the water, a navigator can take bearings from fixed landmarks,

locate the position of his ship precisely on a chart of the area,

determine the direction, course, and speed of the ship, and predict

arrival time once speed and distance are known.

Along the coast are a series of aids to navigation:
1. ~guo s are floating markers anchored to the bottom.

They are visually coded for ease of identification

and appear on all navigational charts.

a. Red ~buo s mark the right side of harbor entrances

as one returns to port. An easy way to remember

this is by reciting "red on the right, returning."

Red buoys are ~even1 numbered starting at, the

farthest marked point out to sea. At night they

are lit with red lights which flash at specific

time intervals. A red buoy is called a nun buoy.

b. Black ~buo s mark the left side of harbor entrance

as one returns to port, and are assigned the odd

numbers. Green flashing 1 ights mark them at night.

Many are plain black cylinders, or can buoys, al-

though other shapes may also be used.

c . Mid-channel markers are vertically striped black

and white buoys wi th flashing whi te lights at ni ght .

Z. ~@neve markers are mounted in harbors so that they are

visible to vessels from far out at sea. A ship coming

i nto port can line up the two standard range markers,

or ranges, so that one appears on top of the other, and

know that it is sailing down the center of the channel.

Ranges are large fluorescent orange or yellow rectangles

wi th a white strip down the cen ter, and are mounted

high off the ground . At ni ght they are marked by es-

pecially bright lights, the colors  such as amber, green,

red' varying from port to port to facilitate identification.
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Navigation Aboard the Floating Lab

Most navigation aboard the Floating Lab is done with sophisti-

cated electronic gear. A depth finder measures depth and bottom

topography directly beneath the ship, while the depth recorder makes

a record of that information on paper. It is supplemented by a scanning

sonar which detects solid objects within a wide arc. Hottom material--

rocks, sand, obstructions--as well as large concentrations of fish can

be "read" in this manner.

Loran  Long Range Navigationj is another widely used electronic

device. The u nit i nside the pilot house receives low frequency elec-

tromagnetic signals from two transmitters at known on-shore locations.

The Loran receiver in the boat translates these signals into numbers

that show the boat's relationship to each transmitter. These numbers

can be plotted on a map with Loran coordinates on it to determine the

boat's location.

Other equipment includes: radar, which sends out radio-waves

and picks them up after they have been reflected by a land mass, rock

jetty, channel marker, ship or other object; ship-to-shore radio to

communicate with the shore and other boats; an automatic pilot,

especially useful on longer trips.

Even wi th all this automatic equipment, the captain and his crew

still must know how to navi gate using a compass, charts, dividers, and

parallel rules, in case of equipment failure.



Pollution

Man is responsible for i ntroducing many pollutants into the

southern Maine-New Hampshire marine ecosystem. Some rivers in

Maine and New Hampshire are classified as polluted, and some clam

flats in southern Maine have remained closed due to pollution for

many years.

Eventually all pollutants reach the ocean. Although DDT has

been banned from use, its residues will continue to seep into the

oceans for several more years. Oil tankers that pump their bilges

off the coast contribute to a condition that can create both

immediate and long-term problems for the environment. Both nuclear

and fossil fuel power plants produce thermal pollution. When heat

places a stress on organisms that may result in death for certain

individuals or species, it is considered a pollutant. Nuclear

power plants also release low-level radiation into the environment.

The effects of low-level radiation on marine food chains is not

yet known.

Pollutants are accumulated within a food chain by a process

called bio-concentration. The process begins as phytoplankters

 producers! each accumulate small amounts of a pollutant. The

zooplankton   primary consumers! then feed on the plant mater~al

and concentrate higher amounts of the pollutants in their bodies.

Small fish feed on the zooplankton, and the process snowballs.

For example, suppose that one million plankton each accumulate

one part of DDT . Then 1 00 small f'i sh eat 1 0,000 plankton each .

One mackeral eats the 100 small fish assimilating all of the

DDT i nto its ti ssues . A fi sherman catches the mackeral and bri ngs

it home for dinner. In this way, the highest members of the food

chain, human beings among them, receive a much higher concentration

of pollution than is present in the surrounding environment.
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The Yan Dorn Bottle and Water Sampling

To obtain water samples for various analyses.

Procedure

1. The Van Dorn bottle is to be used o~nl when the vessel is on
location.

2. Open the plungers, placing the bottom plunger strap through
the top plunger strap. Insert the loop into the slot in the
locking device, letting the pin go through the loop, locking
the bottle in the open position.

3. Lower the bottle over the side to the bottom.
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 Station 1!

Introduction

Water sampling provides a great deal of information about the

ocean and our relationship to it. The Van Dorn bottle collects water

from a chosen depth and prevents it from being mixed or contaminated

on its way to the surface. Close examination will show that water

varies considerably at different places, depths, times and seasons.



6.

7.

9. Transfer water to a container for use in the lab.

1<!. Repeat operation at middle and surface depths.

70

Attach a messenger to the line and release the messenger.
Hold onto the line to feel the jerk when the bottle trips.

Raise the line and retrieve the bottle ~ver ~slowl

Do not expose the sample to air until you are ready to test
for oxygen. Avoid contamination from any source.

Remove water for the following analyses:
- temperature
- pH
- salinity
- dissolved oxygen

Record all data on the data sheet.



The Hydrometer, Thermometer and Sal inity

 Station 1!

Introduction

Procedure

Fill a graduated cylinder with water from the Van Dorn bottle.

Take the temperature of the water immediately and record it.

Insert the hydrometer in the cylinder, twirling it slightly
to move it into the water.

2.

3.

Let it rise until it stops; read the density of the water.

On the "Salinity Determination by Density" graph, find the
point where your temperature and density readings intersect.
Where does that point fall on the salinity gradient? Record
the salinity of your sample.

4.

5.
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Salinity refers to the concentration of salts dissolved in

water. It is usually expressed as the number of grams of salt in

1,000 grams of water, or parts per thousand  o/oo!. The salinity

of the open ocean is about 35 parts per thousand, but estuaries

usually have a lower salinity level because of their fresh water

input. Using temperature and density of water, a conversion table

may be used to calculate the sample's approximate salinity. We use

a hydrometer to measure density and a thermometer to measure temp-

erature. Using the graph on the next page entitled "Salinity Deter-

minationn by- Dens i ty," we can determi ne the approximate salinity o f

the water at the site.
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Dissolved Oxygen Kit and Mater Oxygen Content

 Station 1!

Introduction

Perhaps the most important and abundant of the gasses in

sea water, oxygen reaches solution as a byproduct of photosynthesis

and by direct absorbtion from the atmosphere. Both plants and

animals require oxygen for respiration.

In a heaIthy estuary, the level of oxygen dissolved in the

water cannot fall below a minimum of 3 or 4 parts per million  ppm!

without placing a lot of stress on the plants and animals in II

immediate area.

The amount of oxygen in the water fluctuates with:

-circulation and mi xi ng of the water;

-pollutant level;

-nutrient load;

-temperature;

- sa 1 i n i ty.

Cool water holds more oxygen than warm water, and layers of water

contain di fferent levels of dissol ved oxygen.

To measure dissolved oxygen of water sample.

Procedure

Because different dissolved oxygen ki ts are used, follow the

directions on the kit provided to you.
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pH Test Kit and Mater Acidity

 Station 1!

Introduction

To determine pH at several depths at. three locations.

Procedure

l. Rinse the test tube with the water to be tested, then refill
the test tube to the 5 ml. fine.

2. Add the indicator solution to the sample in the tube. Read
the instruction label on the front of the comparator to
determine the proper number of drops of indicator solution to
be used.

3. Hold the dropper bottle or pipette vertically  not tilted! to
dispense drops of uniform size.

4. Cap the tube and invert several times to mix the contents.

Insert tube in comparator and match the color of the test
sample against the color standards to obtain the pH test result.

Carefully wash and rinse test tubes after each use.

Put comparator and test tubes in kit for the next group's use.

6.

7.

74

The pH scale runs from zero to fourteen. A pH of 7 is neutral.

The pH of ocean water is slightly basic, usually 8.0 to 8.4. In
estuaries, the pH in marine muds or tidepools may vary from below
7.0 to 8.6. Marine life cannot survive if the pH is very far out-

side these limits. The ocean has a buffer system that tends to

neutralize acids and bases; therefore, the pH is fairly constant.



The Secchi Di sc and Turb i di ty

 Station 2!

Introduction

The instrument used to measure

the turbidity, or lack of clarity, of

the water is the Secchi Disc. Resis-

tance to the passage of light is an

important parameter because it limits

the depth to which photosynthesis is

possible. Divers and underwater photo-

graphers use the Secchi disc to de-

termine how much light is available.

In clean coastal waters the disc

Dirc
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should be visible through up to 25

meters of water. Although this was one of the first methods used to

quantitatively estimate light penetration in ocean waters, it is

still useful today.

Turbidity is affected by the number, size, shape and refractive

index of suspended particles in the water. It can be influenced by

large amounts of fresh water entering the ocean. Some human activities

affecting turbidity are municipal sewage effIuents, storm drain ef-
fluents, industrial discharges, poor grading practices of land surfaces,

harbor dredging, and bilge pumping from boats.

Turbidity can both influence, and be influenced by, plant pro-

ductivity in the ocean. An increase of nutrients in water wi th suf-

ficientt light can result in phytoplankton blooms which temporarily

increase overall productivity but may have detrimental long-range

effects. Such blooms can occur in poorly circulated harbor waters

where stream effluents, other land-based runoffs, and dumping of

wastes abnormally raise the nutrient level. The resultant bloom can

make the water more turbid, limiting light penetration, and hence,

limiting other forms of life, particularly on the bottom.



To assess turbidity at three depths.

Procedure

2.

3.

4. Record your results on the data sheet.

76

To determine the turbidity of the water, secure a line end to
the boat and lower the Secchi disc on the shady side.

Find the point at which the disc just disappears. Lower a meter
more and return it until it reappears.

To check, lower disc twice on each side of the bow. Average
results.



The Forel/Ule Scales and Water Color

 Station 2!

Introduction

The names of many of the world's seas refer to color: the

8lack Sea looks dark because its bottom is covered with black sedi-

ment; the Yellow Sea off northern Siberia contains lots of river-

borne yellow mud; the Red Sea  near Egypt! and the Vermilion Sea

 in the Gulf of California! appear red because of algae that has a

reddish color. The White Sea is so named because it is frozen solid

more than 200 days of the year.

The Forel/Ule scales each consist of eleven colored solutions

and are used to assign a st'andard color to seawater. The color can

then be related to bio1ogical activity, sediment content, bottom

condition, etc. Yellowish-green suggests dense phytoplankton popu-

lation. Hrown indicates the presence of algae or mud in the water.

Estuaries often range through these two colors. The open ocean tends

to be greenish where the depth is not great. People often assume

that the ocean is greenish-blue because that is its usual color near

the coast; the deep ocean actually looks dark blue.

The Forel scale ranges from green to deep blue and is used for

open ocean water. The Ule scale includes colors varying from green

to brown and is used for inland and estuarine waters.

To determine water color.

Procedure

1. Secure the loose end of the Secchi disc line to the boat' s
rail and lower the disc below the water's surface two meters.

Holding the Forel/Ule scale at arm's length, view the disc
through hole in the scale.

Record the Roman numeral of the sample that is most nearly the
color of the water seen with the disc as a background.
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Drift Bottles and Currents

 Station 2!

Introduction

Many methods are in use to study currents. The oldest and

still most widely used method is the use of drift bottles. Drifter

release data obtained by Normandeau Associates show most recoveries

of drift bottles released from the Hampton-Seabrook area have been

between Cape Ann and southern Maine with the remainder in Maine,

Massachusetts Bay, and Cape Cod. The most distant recoveries include

Nova Scotia; Azores Islands; Fire Island, New York; and l31ock Is!and,

Connect~cut. Drift bottles were typically carr~ed southward and

offshore out past Cape Ann by the Gulf of Maine Gyre. Surface flows

of the drift bottles were generally one to three miles a day.

Purpose

To study local current systems.

Procedure

l. Use floats outside the breaker zone. Floats should be made
by students  see Pre- and Post-Cruise Activities section!.
The effect of wind should be minimized by having as little
of the float above water as possible.

2. Floats should be released at stations 1 and :  five bottles
each!. We will have each class release ten drift bottles
 total: 200!.

3. Time your bottle as it moves from bow to stern of the boat.
You can see how fast the water is moving by dividing the
distance  length of the boat is 70 feet! by the time it took
to move from bow to stern,

� Rate

or by estimating how long it takes for one bottle to drift
100 yards  length of a football field!.

4. If you provide the Floating Lab coordinator with information on
your returns, your data will be combined with that of other
classes and returned to you as a composite picture of current
movement.

5. Ordinary rubber balloons filled with fresh water are some-
times used to study currents. They are put into the water
beyond the surf zone where they float because fresh water has
a lower density than does salt water.



Current, Neter and Water Currents

 Station 2!
Introduction

The meter electronically counts the number of revolutions

the rotor makes in a given period of time. The number of

revolutions is directly proportional to the speed of the moving

water. A digital read-out will be available on an attached

device.

~Pur ose

To determine the current speed.

Procedure

LOWer the ratar intO the Water juSt under the SurfaCe.

2. Turn on the switch,

3. Read the current speed on the digital meter.

4. Record both the depth and the current speed on your data

sheet.

5. Repeat steps 2-4 with the rotor at the bottom, and then

at mid-depth. Is there any difference among the currentsoeeds at the three depths? i@OCR
RoToR
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Sampling with a Plankton Net

mime aislg
44'!

Purpose

To sample plankton at various points

in the water column.

>Ola
Procedure

Prepare the net: attach the plank-
ton bucket to the end of the net;
attach the line to the net.

Z. At signal, lower net slow y1 unti 1

it reaches the desired depth.

3. Pull the net up slowly and allow it
to hang out straight.

Keeping the hose on the outside of
h t wash all the plankton downthe net, was

and intofrom the sides of the net an

the plankton bucket.

5. Pour the sample into the specimen
container. Wash the net once or

twice to remove all plankton.

6. Take a surface, mid-depth, and
bottom sample.

7. Take the plankton back for further
stu y wid ith a microscope. Add about

to the10 mil lili ters of formalin to

samp ele to preserve it. Keep the
t to ex-sample col d until you wan o

amine it.

 Station 3!

In tro due�«on

a re s amp led by filter-Since many p pl ankton are microscopic.

behindh net. These nets are towed behinin the water through a fine mes ne .
ing e t e, ' h d lowered vertically, andthe beach, or are weig tea boat or al ong t e

v . d the planktonlevels. Once col lecte, eheld in the current at different v

are identi fied and counted.

var with depth. A vertical haulPlankton numbers and species vary wi

will sample from all depths. The net is

1 ledlowered to the bottom and then pul e

rapidly to the surface.



The plankton can be identified under the microscope, using
references in the Appendices of this manual.

Setween stations we will take a horizontal tow, dragging the
net just under the surface.



Invertebrate Traps

 Station 4!

Introduction

The invertebrate traps are baited with bits of fish  "chum"!

and lowered to the bottom where invertebrates such as crabs and

lobsters are crawling along looking for bits of food to eat.

To find what types of marine i nvertebrates live on the bottom

of the sampling areas.

Procedure

1. Bait trap with "chum."

2. Hook it together; lower over the side.

Pull trap up in 5-1 0 minutes.

4. Place organisms in small pans or large tank.

5. Identify, describe, count, and determine the sex of the
organisms according to requirements of your lab sheet.
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The Gravity Corer and Bottom Sediments

 Station 4!

Introduction

GRAVITY CORERSediments are layers of mud, sand

and other substances that make up the sea-

shore and ocean floor. Wave action,

current speed, biological activity and

chemical processes help to determine the

character of the sediment. Examination

of sediment and its layers can reveal

recent and historical climatic changes

and biological activity .

The gravity corer is a pipe that

is driven by a heavy weight into the

ocean floor. It samples the sediment

as a solid cylinder of material called

a core sample.

To sample bottom sediments.

Procedure

1. Secure the end of the rope attached to corer to the deck.
Notify instructor of intent to sample.  Boat must be stopped.!

2. Move rubber down to expose air hole.

3. Gently place corer over the side, nose down.

4. At signal, release corer.

5. Reel in corer.

6. Unscrew core tube. Push out core with plunger. Examine it.
Record field observations, particularly color and odor.

7. Wrap core sample in aluminum fail for lab analysis.

8. Use Core Analysis Sheet in Pre- and Post-Cruise Acti vi ti es
section to record your findings.



The Bottom Grab, Sediments, and Benthic Communities

 Station 4!

Introduction

A bottom grab is used to sample sediments and organisms living

in the sediments. Sediments may include clay, silt, sand, or gravel.

Organisms include polychaete worms, amphipods, isopods, cumaceans,

clams, and smaller marine organisms called infauna. Unexcit~ng as

they may seem at first, these organisms are vi tal to the ecology

of the marine environment, and are among the first creatures to be

sensitive to environmental change.

To sample sediments and organisms living in them.

Procedure

1. Notify the instructor that you are ready to make a grab sample.

2. Cock the grab sampler, then carefully lower it over the side
until it hits the bottom.

3. Find out the depth from the ship's depth recorder. Write thi s
down on the data sheet.

8cJ



Pull the sample back up and bring it on board ship.

Note the following characteristics and record on data sheet:
- Odor--none, rotten eggs, etc.
- Color--olive green, brown, etc.

Using buckets of water, wash the sediments through the sieve.

Organisms:
- Wash off any organisms found in the sediment.
- Place each kind of organism in a dish of sea water.
- Record names of organisms on the data sheet.
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Seamanship and Navigation

 Station 5!
Introducti on

If we take bearings to three different objects, then plot the

reverse bearing  the measured bearing minus 180'!, the lines will

intersect at a point which defines the location of the ship. For

example, we have the following data:

180'
-90' or 270'

45

360'

90
225'

If we plot these on our map, we find the ship is at point P:
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Knowing the location of the ship at all times is important

information for anyone venturing away from land. In oceanographic
sampling, the location of individual sampling stations is critical.
Historically, the merchant marine and trading companies recorded
temperature, currents and weather conditions, and collected this

data to inform other mariners. Sailors were constantly aware of

sea condit~ons and used that knowledge to chart courses which would

be most beneficial. Today, through the use of equipment aboard ship

and aids to navigations in the water, navigators can determine the

location, course, and speed of the ship. Within sight of land, the

ship's location can be determined by usi ng compass bearings taken

on various known landmarks.



In this case the intersection is a point  P!. In reality, the

lines will intersect and form a triangle due to errors in measure-

ment. Then the best we can do is to say that the ship is within

that triangle.

When on station, the navigation group wi 11 go into the pi lot
house to talk to the captain about how he runs the ship.

Write down a verbal description of the station location in
the space provided on the data sheet, e.g., near shore, off
of the pier, etc.

Record the sky conditions, air temperature, wind speed, and
wind direction in the spaces provided on the data sheet.

Record a description of the sea surface conditions i n the
spaces provided on the data sheet.

Record any other observations you feel are important in the
spaces provided on the data sheet.

Using the hand bearing compass, take the bearings to three
different objects on shore, e. g., a tower, a smokestack, a
steeple, etc.

Write down a description of each object si ghted, along with
its bearing, in the spaces provi ded on t' he data sheet.

Using this data and a chart of the area, the position of the
ship at each station can be pinpointed.

2.

3.

5.

6.

To acquaint the student with some basic navigation techniques.

Procedure



Otter Trawl and Benthic Communities

 Between locations!

This sampling technique is unpredictable. We never know

exactly what we will collect. It is very exciting when we find

a new and unusual animal.

The otter trawl is a funnel-shaped net about seven meters

long and five meters wide. It is tawed by the boat. A row of

floats holds the mouth of the net open vertically. A chain keeps

the net close to the ocean floor. On both sides of the trawl

are boards called doors. As the boat moves forward, water

pressure keeps the mouth of the net fully open. The net is

dragged slowly along the bottom. It scoops up everything in its

path that can't escape fast enough. However, it may get caught

on rocks and come up empty.

A t' it A: Setting the Otter Trawl

Introduction

Setting the trawl is a critical operation. There must be

careful timing, coordination and communication among students,



crew and captain. When setting the trawl, be sure to fol low

instructions careful ly.

To sample benthic comrunities.

Procedure

1. To set otter trawl, line up on both sides of stern; hold
lines.

2. The instructors will check the line' to be sure it is coiled
properly.  Be sure lines are not crossed. Doors pull to
either side. !

3. Tie cod end of the net.

When the captain gives the signal, release cod end. Let the
net follow the doors last. Stay clear of net.

Let lines out at same rate  they are four times as long as
the water's depth!.

6. Tow net at one or two knots for 10-20 minutes.

7. Pull net in at end of tow. Everyone will help do this,
following instructor's directions.

8. Lift net over the stern.

All organisms brought onboard live will be returned to the

ocean as soon as possible except for a representative sample of

the specimens. A sample of specimens may be saved for preserva-

tion and classroom use if the teacher in charge so requests. Some

organisms will die when brought up. You should recognize this as

a negative effect of marine studies. Put the representative

sample of organisms into the saltwater holding tank and observe

their behavior.

P~ur ose

To learn,to examine specimens and record data in a scientific

way.
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9. Bring catch bag onboard when the captain gives the signal.

10. Release catch into water table. Wait unti 1 instructor
identifies dangerous species  sharks, skates, sculpins!.

11. Identi fy animals and plants. Count organisms and record data.

12. Surviving animals should be returned to the ocean.

A~ctivit B: Fish Specimen Study

Introduction



Procedure

3.

Obtain specimen pans and fill them with seawater. Separate
fish into pans according to species.

Using the fish identification key  in Appendices!, identify;
record name. Measure length in centimeters and determine
sex of fish if possible. Record data.

Obtain scale sample from fish. Put scales in envelope
labelled with type, length, and sex of fish. Save for
classroom activity  see "How to Age Fish," in Pre- and Post-
Cruise Activities section!.

Sort, count and identify invertebrates, Record data.

Sort and identify algae species.



The Dredge and Benthic Comunities  pptional!

 Between Locations!
Introduction

The dredge is lowered off the stern and dragged  "dredged"!

along the bottom as the boat proceeds from the harbor Iocation out

the channel to the ocean. The chains dislodge bottom dwellers such

as clams, sand dollars and flounder, and they are collected by the

steel scoop as the dredge moves through the water. The dredge is

used in this area because it is too rocky to use the otter trawl,

The dredge will be used for only a few hundred yards.

Procedure

1. The instructors wi 11 carefully lower the dr edqe over the sternas the boat moves toward the bridge. NYLolU BAG
OOP



2.

3.

NGTE: Hauling a lobster trap may be substituted for this
activity.
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The dredge will be hauled in after a few minutes.

Students can help separate contents into tubs.

Record number, species and size of animals, and number and
species of plants, on your record sheet.



SECTION IV: PRE- AND POST-CRUISE ACTIVITIES
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Activities are arranged according to which station each supports.
Please note that those preceded by an asterisk  *! should be done
before the cruise. Those with two asterisks  "*! can be done with
samples collected during the cruise.



Homemade Hydrometer

 Calculate Relative Density and Determine Salinity!

Introduction

A hydrometer compares the density

of a liquid to that of pure distilled

water at 1'C. Pure water is used as a

@155 4 CT I f4'
H f.E.DLf NDL6

sH A~0VIIKNObd
L.l QlJIPstandard  =1!, and the densities of

other liquids are referred to as

relative densities.

Purpose

To f-'nd relative densities of

liquids and use to determine salinity.

Procedure

CoRK

vr-ow'F
Mal@ <ETo construct hydrometer:

l. Insert dissecting probe into
wooden cor k.

Add sand to test tube and seal
tube with cork and probe.

Place tube in cold fresh water.
Note how far water rises up
probe.

Continue to add sand until test
tube floats with one-half of
probe above water. Mark point
on probe handle reached by
s ur face o f' wa ter.

ps'' Tv86

6. Place in cold sea water.  Use
samples collected on Floating
Lab if you have them. ! Mark
water surf'ace again.

6. Measure distance "d" between marks.
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7. Now use your hydrometer to test various liquids: alcohol,
glycerine, etc.



To calculate relative density of an unknown liquid:

1. Place hydrometer in liquid and observe where the surface meets
the wooden handle. If the liquid is less dense than fresh water
 relative density less than 1!, the fresh water mark will be
below the surface. If it is more dense than fresh water  rela-
tive density greater than 1!, the fresh water mark will be
above the surface.

Neasure the distance from the fresh water mark to the mark
corresponding to the unknown liquid; call it "x."

Form the ratio x/d and multiply it by 0.025; let z be the product.

If the freshwater mark is under the surface, the unknown liquid
has relative density = 1 - z; if the fresh water mark is above
the surface, the unknown liquid has relative density = 1 + z.

2.

3.

Suppose d = 2 cm. and x = 1 cm. below the fresh water line, then
x/d = 1/2 = 0. 5 and z = 0, 5 x 0.025 = 0.0125, and the relative
density is l.0125.

Suppose x = 0.4 cm. above the fresh water line, then x/d =
0. 4/2. 0 = 0. 2, z = 0. 2 x 0. 025 = 0. 005 and the relative density
is 0.995.

Now, using water of unknown salinity, find the relative density.
Next, find its temperature  F!. Use the graph in the Appendices of
this manual to find intersection of relative density and temperature
coor dinates, interpolate between curves, and read salinity at ri ght.
Example: temperature = 70 F; relative density = 1.015; salinity = 22.5X.
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Davy Jones Locker Demonstration

 Experiments on Density Layering and Vertical Mixing!

Introduction

~Pur use

s-udy propertres or

water and floating objects. and

relationships among density,

temperature and salinity.

A aratus and Set U

lalACIN T
WATS

1. Set up two buckets. Fill
one with warm tap water,
and the other with cold
sea water.

Obtain six screw-cap vials
or test tubes and fine,
dry sand. Add enough sand
to the different vials
until:
a. two vials sink in

cold sea water;
b. two vials sink in

warm tap water but
float in cold sea
water;

c. two vials float in
warm tap water.

Obta in a ta 1 l, narrow
plastic tube closed at
one end, a clamp and
ring stand.

Put the vials in the tube
with the water as shown
in the diagram. Put sea
water first, and then
warm tap water. Use
funnel and rubber hose.

Colo
AT
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It has been believed that when bodies are lost at sea they

neither float nor sink but enter into a special area known as Davy

Jones' Locker. Is this fact or fiction? This experiment investigates

properties of water and floating objects that might help explain

Davy Jones' Locker. The demonstration also shows density, tempera-

ture, and salinity relationships .



Procedure

Note location of the vials in the water column.

Suggest an experiment to test each hypothesi s:
a. vials vary in density;
b. water layers vary in density;
c. both water layers and vials vary in density;
d. neither vary in density.

Observe the teacher setting up the column using dyed water.
Do the vials float exactly at the boundaries? Why?

How long will it take the water to mix? What will happen to
the vials?

~Anal sis

Could there really be a Davy Jones' Locker? How?

2. Look up the words "thermocline" and "halocline." Do these
occur naturally in the ocean? Where? How?

Further Inves ti at i on

Record the temperature in the column top to bottom.

Graph the temperature versus the depth.

Add dyes to the water and observe mixing at interface between
dyed and clear water.

How long does it take to mix?

Put ice cubes in and watch the movement of dyed water. Describe
its path.

2.

3.

 Adapted from Weiss, in the Marine Environment. !
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2. Suggest several hypotheses to explain their position. Be
sure to note the characteristics of the vials and the water.



Making Current Bottles

Introduction

Currents are mass movements of water generated by tides, wind,

river discharge, and differences in density among water masses.

Even today, ships follow f'avorable currents ta save time and fuel.

Currents distribute pollutants such as plastic particles, DDT, and

tarballs throughout the ocean.

Little is known about smaller longshore currents, but they are

very important. They can carry an oil spill ashore on Hampton Beach,

bring sewage onto a shellfish bed, or carry a swimmer f'ar from shore.

'n the;loaiinq Lab tr ip Cr 'ng ter. '.;,ie.~;a'e � rren: tr.�:'es

You will be using these when we study currents. The bottles wil 1 be

released offshore in the hope that the cards inside will be returned

to you when the bottles are found. It will be very interesting to

learn where the bottles wash ashore, as this will give some indication

of strength and direction of currents off our shores.

Purpose

To observe and chart currents near shore over a period of time.

Procedure

Assemble materials: soda bottles, stamped post card, wax and sand.

2. Prepare the cards first, using a pencil.  It will not fade.!

AN THf. cA+D

DIME>SC. yo R gxP'ag!~NT
+- >+<i 4JHC'gf YOU bRaPP+D THE 'QCrTT

AHO WH4H  TH 4 phTC!.

C. ASK TH4 fi406R TO TaiL yOu ~H
THc So&M vdhS FovNO,AM

�. ~Eel> HhVK HiW SCHWA THC CAR&
TO YOU.
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Put cards in bottles and add sand until the bottles stand
upright in water, but are not completely submerged.
Put caps on as tightly as possible. Dip tops in hot wax and
allow to cool.

Add second, third and fourth layers of wax to ensure water-
tight seal.

Check for leaks in a bucket of water.

BRING THESE BOTTLES WITH YOU TO THE FLOATING LAB. AT SIGNAL,
RELEASE BOTTLES OFFSHORE.
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Tide Chart and Graphing Exercise
 Hampton-Seabr ook, May 1983!

Introduction

On the next page are the tide tables for Boston Harbor. The

information is about the same for Hampton Harbor. Graph this

information, showing the lunar cycle, too. Try to predict where

the spring and neap tides will be.
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Z.

3.

6.

7.

Study the tide charts.

~Ahat will be the tide on the day of your Floating Lab cruise?

Which day has the greatest tidal range? ~Jh~ch has the least?

,ihen ar e the spr ing tioes, i~hen are the neap

In what phase is the moon during the spring and neap tides?

List the days that would be best for clam-digging.

Which days would be best for fishing off the Eastman Pier?





Simple Wave Machine

Introduction

This activity investigates slow-motion waves. It is popular

with students of all ages and abilities.

Two immiscible  not capable of mixing! liquids--denatured

alcohol and Thinnex, a conmercial paint thinner � are used. Prepare

these for the class by warming them in a sink of' hot water. l30 NOT

USE FLAME. THEY ARE FLAMMABLE. Alcohol is heavier and does not mix

with Thinnex, They are close in density so only very slow motions

or displacements occur. As the fluids move, resistance occurs at the

Inkier,ace. ',lares are i'ormed and :nen s'i=-wl, =a'l

position  waves dissipate!,

~Pur ose

To study slow motion waves.

Long narrow bottles with tightly fitting tops.  Long test

tubes with rubber stoppers may be used.!

Proce

5.
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Water Currents

Introduction

Currents help ships save many days on long voyages. These

same currents determine, to a great extent, where marine organisms

live. Most of the major surface currents of the world begin in

areas where warm water of low density meet cooler, denser water.

As these warmer waters move they are deflected by the rotation of

the earth. The greater the density gradient  change of density

over a given distance!, the faster the current, The direction of

the wind determines the course of many of the surface currents, but

density d',fferences rat second as tne cause foi.;,o,e:-;ents of

large masses of water. When the density qradient is a reflection

of differences in salt content between masses of water, the result-

ing currents are referred to as salinity currents.

To demonstrate movements of' water caused by differences in

sa1 ini ty.

Materi al s

Several aquariums or pyrex baking dishes, salt, water, dropper,

food coloring, spoon, beakers or small mixing bowls, small pieces

of glass, metal, plastic or cardboard as a divider, scale  gram!

Procedure

1. Place a divider across an aquarium or baking dish. Make sure
it fi ts tightly against the bottom and the two sides.

2. Seal the bottom of the divider with clay. Make sure there are
no holes.

3. Add table salt to water until it is about 3X �0 g per 1000 ml!
sa1 t.

Work with a partner.

Each person will add one beaker of water to the dish or aquarium.
One adds clear water on one side of the divider, while the part-
ner adds salt water to the opposite side.

When the water has been added on both sides of the divider, s~low1
and ~carefu11 1ift out the divider.

6.
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4. In marine science salt content is expressed in parts per thousand,
so your 3~ water will be 30 o/oo. Ocean salinity is around
35 o/oo.



8. Disturb the water as little as possible.

guestions

Which water mass has the greatest density?

2. «Ii ~i» h

3. What did happen?

4. Why do you think the water masses moved as they did?

5. Can you design an experiment to show that temperatures can
cause currents?

6. Al1 water from polar regions moves toward the eguator. Would
it move on the surface of the ocean? Why or why not?



Wave Frequency Versus Water Depth

In tro duc ti on

As a wave approaches the shore, it becomes more unstable and

finally breaks and hits the shore as white water. The depth of the

water has a direct effect on wave energy.

To observe and graph the relationship between depth and wave

frequency.

Procedure

Fill a long, narrow, shallow dish �8" x 10" x 2"! about two
inches full of water� .

2. Gently ~ti the dish at one end to set up wave energy.

3. Count how many times the wave energy travels from or.e end .o
the other in 15 seconds; 30 seconds; 60 seconds.

4. Repeat the procedure with water depths of ~� 1 and l~ inches.

Fil 1 in the table:

6. Graph number of waves versus depth. Have three curves on the
same graph �5, 30, 60!.
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1. What does the table show about speed of waves in relation
to depth of water?

2. Are the results in accord with the information on waves in
this manual?

60 sec.

30 sec.
Number

!5 sec.
of

I
Waves

1 1-'- 2

Depth



Contour Maps

Introduction

Navigational charts have contour lines which show the ridges,

valleys, and mountains on the ocean floor, as well as their depths.

These charts, produced by NOAA  National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration!, in Washington, D.C., are available at hardware
stores, marinas, and the United States Coast Guard and Geodetic

Survey offices.

Obtain Chart 413218, Portsmouth to Cape Ann, which shows

Hampton Harbor and offshore waters.  Note to teachers: One chart

can serve the whole class. Trace the contour Iines and

to a duplicating master. Duplicate copies for each student. !

To construct a model of the estuarine and offshore bottom

features of the study site area to use with beach and wave experi-

mentss.

Procedure

2.

3.

5%A 0
Iced 1

iO

XO

NLOD6L
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Color various depths on the maps.

Select a proper contour interval that will best show the
bottom features. Details require a small interval; a large
interval will show gross features.

Cut along the shoreline and trace this into 1/4-inch or
1/2-inch cardboard. Using an appropriate depth interval
�0 feet on local charts or 100 feet on offshore charts!,
cut along contour lines.

Glue these to cardboard stock or styrofoam and cut out on contour lines.

Place these sections on top of each other to produce "wedding
cake" effect with land on the top and deepest area on the
bottom.



6. For a more realistic model, use very fine paper mache
 tear paper in very small pieces, add to thick wheat paste
and blend in a blender! and fill in areas to produce gradual
dropping contours. Paint land and ocean areas. Cover with
waterproof sealer and use model in beach processes and wave
laboratory exercises.
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Sand Investigations*

Introduction

Sand is made up of particles of many different sizes and shapes.

Sand is moved about our beaches by wind, tides, currents, plants

and animals.

To observe variations in sand: grain size, shape, and biological

content.

Materials

Sand  dried! from the three locations on the Floating Lab, or

sand fr-.m the shore.

Procedure

l. Using a dissecting scope, observe each sand sample. What is
the average grain size? Are there any living organisms? Are
there remains of dead plants and animals? Compare the sediment
sand samples from the three Floating Lab locations. Are there
differences in size or composition? Nake a chart to record
your observations.

2. Obtain screen from a hardware store  ask for scraps!. The
mesh should range from 1/2 inch down to 1/32 inch. Five sizes
of screen are desirable.

Make a set of screens using cottage cheese cartons, embroidery
hoops, or other cylindrical objects. Shake the samples through
the sieves  screens!. Start with the largest mesh and work
through to the smallest.

Remove material from each sieve and place on a piece of paper
which has been numbered to indicate screen size.  Number 1
would be the largest, with 5 being the smallest.!

Weigh each sample separately and carefully.

Add the weights to provide totals.

Calculate the percentage composition of different sized par-
ticles at each location by dividing the weight of each sample
by the total weight and multiplying by 100. Record on graph.

Graph the percent-weight of total sample versus the particle
size-

5.

6.

7.

9. Use three lines to represent the three sampling stations if
you are using samples from the Floating Lab.

*This is an excellent follow-up activity to the Floating Lab trip.
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Mesh size Weight X Sta. 1

" weight

0 1 2 3 4 5

Size of Grid Particles

100

70

50

25

Weight X Sta. 2 Weight X Sta. 3



Gyotaku
 Japanese Fish Printing!

Intr oducti on

This is an ancient art that is now used to record catches of

sportfish and to document information about fish biology. Fish

prints often show details of' the fish's external structure that. are

not apparent when looking at the fish, itself. Before making the

print, identify the fish, list its characteristics, research its

natural history, and learn when, where and how it was caught.

P~ur use
To lear n tne pr ocess of fish pr',n+ inn -�'d wnat

about external fish structure,

Materials

Fresh fish  flounder are excellent!, newspaper, watercolor
paper, newsprint or rice paper, tempera or water-base ink  lino-

leum block ink is best!, st~ff 1/2-inch brush.

Procedure

l. Obtain a whole  ungutted! fresh fish.  Ask local fish market
or buy in a supermarket. Fish brought back from Floating Lab
trip could be used, also.!

2. Wash the fish with soap and water. Dry thoroughly.

3. Place the fish on newspaper on a wooden board. Arranqe fins
properly.
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Hrush on a light, even coat of diluted tempera paint or water-
base printer's ink.

Place paper over the fish and press lightly with your hand
all over the body and fins, noticing scales, body structures,
body shapes, etc.

Lift paper with print  a small brush may be used to paint in
the eye!.

Notice shape and location of the eyes, gills, scales, fins
and lateral line. Oo a print of another kind of fish and
compare the two.

Label your print with both popular and scientific name of
species, your name and date of print.

You can also try the process with starfish, crab bodies,
scallop shells, etc, Experiment!
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Guppy Obser vations

Introduction

Fish are cold-blooded animals of the phylum Chordata with

gills and fins. Guppies have been selected for this experiment

because they are easily obtainable from pet stores, easy to keep

alive in a classroom aquarium, and very interesting. Be careful

not to overstress fish.

To observe and study guppies in various ways.

Materials

Guppies, aquarium,

Procedure

1. Observe feeding behavior of a particular fish. Does it gulp
its food or skim it? Is it a surface, bottom or mid-water
column feeder? How long does it take to satisfy its appetite?

2. Put the fish in a smaller container of water and change various
aspects of the environment: temperature, salinity, food
amounts, light, addition of oil, etc. Observe reaction of
guppies to these changes and record on the chart below. The
gill structures are indicators of stress. Fast pumping
indicates distress and high metabolic rate. BE CAREFUL NOT TO
OVERSTRESS FISH.

Light:

3. Using a glass slide, lay a live guppy on the slide. Cover
with a damp towel to keep it moist. Put a glass cover slip
over its tail. Transfer slide to a microscope and observe
movement of blood in tail capillaries. Does it flow steadily
or in spurts?  Return fish to the aquarium as soon as
possible.!
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4. Using a reference book,
make a list of similarities

and differences between
fish and humans. Pay
particu1ar attention to
anatomical features such
as the heart.
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Sampling Plankton with a Homemade Plankton Net

To make an inexpensive plankton net and to collect, observe,

and record data on various types of plankton.

Procedure

Bend wire into circle about the size of the t .-. of a 'y !'
stocking and attach to a three-foot stick.

Secure ends with staples or tape, or sew together.

Cut off foot of the stocking and attach a small bottle in end
to catch the sample.

Secure jar or bottle with string or tape.

Mark off a known distance �00 meters is good! on the shore or
along the dock.

Pull the net at a uniform rate between the marks. Reverse your
direction and cover the same distance again. Continue for
10-15 minutes.

2.

3.

Record distance that you' ve pulled the net on the sample label
which will be placed on the collection bottle.

Rinse stocking to wash plankton down to the bottle, remove
bottle, cap it and label it.

Use a microscope  binocular is best! and a shallow dish or
well slide to view plankton.

Use references and appendices in this manual to identify organisms.

Count numbers of each type of plankton and record.

10.

Plankton Sample Label

Distance  m

Water temp.

Start

End

Total
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Introduction-

You can make a plankton net from a piece of wire  coat hanger!

and a nylon stocking. You can collect plankton from lakes, streams,

bays and estuaries, as well as the ocean. Collect samples at differ-

ent areas, or from the same area at different times of the year.



Check List For Plankton

 This activity can be done in the classroom with plankton samples
taken aboard the Floating Lab. Samples can also be gathered
standing on the shore or dock.!
Date of Cruise Grade
School Teacher

Dinoflagellates
vert., horiz.

Ceratium
Peridinium

Goniaulux

Prorocentrum

!ert.' hori z.
Di atoms

Cos cinodi scus
Chaetoceros

Coscinosera

Permanent

copepod  calanoid!
copepod  cyclopoid!
copepod  naupmiar stage!
protozoan  radiolarian!
protozoan  foramini feran!
Amphi poda
Euphaus ia
Pleurobranchia

Temporary

nauplius larva
zoea 'Iarva
megalops larva
veliger larva
brachio I aria 1 arva

ophiopluteus larva
auricularia larva
trochophore larva
late polycheate larva
Leptomedusa
Obelia medusa
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Fun with a Fundulus

Introduction

Mummichogs  ~Fundulus are found in nearly all salt marshes,

tidal creeks and shallow pools. These hardy fish burrow under the

mud 6-8 inches to survive the drying out of shallow pools in summer

and the cold of winter.

The dorsal  upper! surface of the males is dark green to steel

blue with yellow and white spots, and their ventral  lower! sur face

is white, pale yellow or orange. Females are uni formly olive green

with a lighter ventral surface.

Mummichogs may be caught easily wi th a hand net in tidal poois

of local salt marshes and placed in a salt water aquarium filled

wi th Instant Ocean artificial sea water. The pH should be between

7.0 and 7.4, the temperature between 18' and 20' C. Mummichogs are

omnivorous and may be fed brine shrimp, boiled lettuce and regular

fish food.

To investigate sever al adaptive features of mummichogs, Fundulus

~sf e by designing experiments based on the following suggestions.

Procedure

Find the range of temperatures mummichogs can tolerate by
placing them in tanks of different water temperatures. !s
there a water temperature at which the fish will not eat?
What happens when the temperature is lowered?

Can mummichogs adapt from living in salt water to freshwater?
Record the speed at which the adaptation takes place.

Can mummichogs change colors to
match their surroundings ? Why
are males different in colora-
tion than the females ?

2.

3.

4. What is the mummichog's range
of tolerance to different
levels of dissolved oxygen in
their water?
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5. Can a fundulus swim a maze or be conditioned to swim through
hoops or come to the side of the aquarium to be fed?

6. Oo mummichogs school, and if so, do they have a special order?

 From Nr. Sandy Wiper of Newton  HA! North High School!
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kow to Age Fish

Introduction

is unloaded. Management of fish stocks depends on the knowledge of
age and weight in order to determine how to get the greatest yield

with the least amount of human effort and without depleting the

stocks.

Materials

;ish  whole, unc.caned; ask local f-;=h

gram balance, metric ruler, microscope, glass slides. tape, dis-

secting equipment, graph paper.

Procedure

Neigh fish to nearest 1/100th of a gram. Record.

2. Measure the fish using fork length, i.e., from the tip of the
nose to fork in the tail. Record to the nearest centimeter.

Gently squeeze the body cavity of the fish. Note color of
emission from anal opening. White indicates sperm, orange
indicates eggs. If in doubt, carefully open the body cavity
and locate gonads.

The parts of a fish comnonly used in agino are the scales and
bones. Obtain a few scales from your fish, being careful to
avowed the lateral line. Place the scales between two slides;
tape them together. Label the slide with sex, weight, and
length. Observe the scales under the microscope at low power.

A fish's growth is not continuous over the entire year. Ouring
the winter the ci rculi get closer together indicating slower
growth. When the circuli get so close they don't reach all
the way around the scale, it is called an annulus or year mark.
A consistent bend in each radius of the scale may also indicate
a year mark.

Using the diagram on the next page, examine the fish scale to
determine the age of the fish.

Record the age of your fish. The central point to first annulus
equals "zero" year growth; first annulus to second is first full
year growth; second to third is second full year growth, etc.
We are assuming that a winter represents a full year, but a
more accurate interpretation would require information such as
when the fish was hatched, when the fi rst scales formed and
when the fish was collected.

3.
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Fisheries biologists collect data on sex, weight, length, and
age of fish. They make surveys at sea by random sample methods. They

also use data collected from fishermen at the docks when the catch
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8. Pool your data with your classmates' and organize a data table
 sex, length, weight, age!. Compare male versus female growth
rate. Is there a correlation between age and length or between
age and weight? Graph data to show relationships.
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Squid Dissection

Introduction

Squids and octopi are among the most highly evolved inverte-

brates . They are active, fast-moving, seemingly intelligent animals

with highly developed eyes.

Although the prehistoric cephalopod  head-foot mollusk! had a

strong shell, the squid has a plastic-like "pen," an internal shell-

like structure, inside its body.

The mouth is armed with a strong beak, similar to a parrot's,

and is surrounded by eight arms and two tentacIes. The bodv has a

,;an 'e :avi:, which iS SeO to r:w n,va el z~ ' 'l . C .t ;!.

for "jet" propulsion. When danger threa .ens, the souid covers its

escape wi th a "smoke screen, " a cloud of dark 1 i qui d squi rted from

its ink sac.

Squid are an inexpensive way to get acquainted with "head-foot"

mollusks. Squid are available at most fish markets in frozen packages.

To dissect a "head-foot"

mollusk and study its internal

structure.

Procedure

Lay squid on newspaper,
ventral side up.

Remove pen  long, thin
cartilage! from dorsal
side by pulling away
from mantle.

3. Diagram and label
structures.

4. Remove a small piece
of arm and observe under

t he mi c rose o pe .

5. What special adaptations
have squid developed to:
capture food; protect
themselves; move in the
wa ter?
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Mussel Dissection and Feeding Hehavior

Introduction

The blue mussel, ~M tiles edulis, is the cosmoo edible mussel

found in large numbers on rocks and in tide pools in the New Itampshire

intertidal zone. It ranges in size from tiny "seed" mussels up to

large animals ten centimeters in length. The horse mussel, Modiolus
modiolus, is larger than the blue mussel and is found deeper down
the tide line. Its heavy wedge-shaped shell is from ten to fifteen

centimeters in length. Hoth animals have a bluish she'Il with a

lining of beautiful mother-of-pearl. They attach themselves to the
SubStrate by meanS Of bySSai threadS,vni h -.-nonOr "e' =eC .e . .n

even the most exposed areas. These threads become so entangled

that debri s collects in them, and they become specialized env i ron-

ments for brittle stars, worms, and small mollusks.

To observe the mussel's gi 11 tissue and how the giIl collects

food for the animal.

Procedure

1. Obtain fresh mussels  either
collect or buy at market.

2. Separate shells by cutting
through adductor muscles.

3. Use tweezers to pick out one
section of gill and cut it
free with scissors. The gills
are thin, long and feathery.

Prepare a wet ~ount slide of
gill tissue using seawater.
Place the section of gill on
the slide. Add one drop of
seawater. Place cover slip
on top.

5. Observe gill under low and
high microscopic power and
draw a diagram. The cilia
are most easily seen at the
edges of the gi 11 section.
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Using a second mussel, place a small 'tight piece of material
 preferably organic! on posterior section of gill structures.

Ciliated gill structures collect food as water is pumped
through the mussel, and the food is moved by ciliary action
to the mouth area. Observe movement of materia'I towards mouth.

1 . Do the cilia move in an organized way?

2. Can you see movement around the cilia?

3. How fast does the material move over the gills?

Do mussels take in other things besides food?
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Snail Activ~ties

Introduction

Collect Littorina littorea, common periwinkles, which are

found in great numbers intertidally. They are easily kept alive in

a marine aquarium or in a jar filled with salt water in a refrigerator.

To observe various behaviors of common periwink'les.

A~ctivit A: Snail Behavior

Procedure

Put snails in a salt water tank or large jar with fresh sea

iater and observe their behavior, '.Jhere do the sna -' conorenata.'

',<here are they in the morning? Oo they move around the container?

A~i,ctivtt. B: Radola Di se stcio n

Procedure

Place snail in boiling water.

After a few minutes remove the snail from its shell.  You
can simply crush the shell with a rock.!

a. Carefully cut along the top of the head between the
tentacles �!.

b. Locate a long, coiled thread-like structure attached to
a small red tissue. This is the radula �!. Remove with
tweezers. B sat'

4. Mount radula on

slide. Observe at
low power.  Stain
with methyl blue
if possible.! �!

~Activit C: Observation
of ~Feedin Behavior

Procedure
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1. Place snail in wash-
bowl with glass
plate on the bottom.

2. After snail has at-
tached itself, take
the plate out. Ob-
serve the reverse

side of the plate
under dissecting
scope.
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3. Put the snail back in the bowl. Add some sea lettuce. Does
the snail eat it?

l. How is the radula used?

2. Are snails herbivores, carnivores or omnivores?
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Identifying Some Common Crustaceans

Introduction

The shape of a crustacean's carapace  main hard part of the

body! is an indication of its species.

To identify crustaceans using body shape.

Procedure

Match the crustacean to its outline on the key.

Concentrate on the shape of the carapace, not color or size.

Use references  e.g., Seashore, Him! to help further identify
crustaceans.

KE' : Some Common Northern Atlantic Crustaceans

1. Six spine spider crab 4,
2. Nine spine spider crab S.
3. Green crab  Care inus ! 6.

Jonah crab
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l.

z.

3.

Red crab
Lobster  Homarusj
Rock crab~Cancer irrorabus I

 Cancer borealis



Core Sample Analysis

 This should be done with core samples from the Floating Lab.!

Location StationDate

School Grade

Teacher Recorder

Centimeters
core depth 5 lID
 centimeters!

60

1! Core
Sketch

2! Color"

134

*Color and odor should be checked immediately after sample is taken.



Chromatography

To investigate pigmentation of marine algae,

Procedure

Hend a paper clip into a "J" shape and force the Iong end
into a cork stopper.

Cut a piece of filter paper so that i t is narrower than the
test tube and will hang without
touching the bottom.

Pour alcohol into the test tube eoAC
to a depth of 1. 5 centimeters.

Place the cork on the test tube
so the alcohol won't evaporate,
and stand the tube up in a rack.

Place two or three spinach leaves,
a little fine sand, and 5 ml. of
acetone in a mortar and grind
thoroughly.

Filter the acetone mixture and
collect the filtrate.

'PAPER C41+

wring'ma, m+WR,
6.

Using a pipette, apply the pig-
ment extract to the filter paper.
Continue until you have a heavy
residue. Let it dry.

Place the filter paper on the
hook and put it into the tes t
tube. Watch the solvent rise.
When it almost reaches the top,
remove the paper and let it dry.

Examine the filter paper. How
many bands of color are there?
What are they made up of?

Repeat the procedure using red,
green, and brown algae. Compare
the results.

rase mo~
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Introduction

Is the green color of leaves the result of more than one

pigment? To answer this we must have a method of separating

pigments from leaves. One method used is chromatography.



Collecting and Pressing Algae

Introduction

Set up a plant press before the trip so that the algae you

collect can be pressed promptly. For pressing, leaving plants are

the best, but freshly washed plants are also good. Try to get a

sample of each algae group: red, green, brown, blue-green. Take

only one or two specimens of each type.

Purpose

To collect and press representative samples or marine algae

from the study site.

Materials

Rinse algae to rid it of debris.

Fill shallow pan with fresh water.

Submerge mounting paper in pan, lay one alga on the paper,
and carefully arrange the plant with dissecting needle or
small, soft camel's hair brush.

~S1owl slide the paper and alga arrangement oot of the water.

Place paper on newspaper to drain. Blot, if necessary, with
paper to~el.

l.

2.

3.

5.

Place ~sheetin or wax ~ger over specimen.

Make a sort of sandwich:

6.

7.

Cardboard

Newspaper

Specimen  covered with sheeting or wax paper!

Newspaper

8. Repeat all abOve StepS far eaCh soecirnen Or aroup of snrriml ns.
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Shallow pans, newspaper. blotter paper, wax paper or sheetino,

corrugated cardboard, two pieces of plywood with holes bored through

at 2" interval s, two belts or rope, and any heavy paper on which

to mount specimens  index cards are good, but herbarium paper is

better!.

Procedure



9. Place the plywood on each end of the stack and secure tightly
with belts or rope.

10. Set press in warm place where air circulates freely.

11. Change layers of blotting paper once a day so drying is
thor ough.

12. When dry, some seaweeds will stick by themselves; others may
need to be glued. Label specimens. List the name, the
collector, place of collection and date.

Some Ideas

1. Take large index cards, fold them in half and press your sea-
weed on one side to make note cards.

2. I4!ake a picture using different colored seaweeds. Press,
mount and frame,
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Sea Water Aquaria

Introduction

A seawater aquarium can be an effective vehicle for develop-

ing students' observational and recording skills. A method for

keeping the seawater cold is needed; some use coolers for aquaria.

Others set aquariums on a shaded window sill during winter. You

can also place the aquarium in a pan of water and put burlap on

three sides to generate the evaporation needed to keep the

temperature down.

Purpose

To develop students' observational powers.

Materials

All glass aquarium �0 gal.!; under gravel ilter: air pump:

gravel for filter bed  beach gravel!; salt water; hydrometer/thermo-
meter.

Procedure

Set up aquarium as sho~n.

Add seawater.

Nark level of water and add fresh tap water or distilled water
daily to maintain level. You may want to freeze it and add
a few cubes each day.

Populate the tank with animals that can tolerate fluctuations
in temperature and salinity. Use hydrometer and thermometer
to maintain levels. Examples of easily kept animals are
periwinkles, mummichogs and mussels.

Don't overload the aquarium.

Feed animals small pieces of fish, squid, brine shrimp or
commercial foods such as Tetramin Flake Food or Shrimp-el-
ettes. The latter two will not foul the tank. Se careful
not to overfeed; remove any leftover meals.

2.

3.

4.
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Seashore Birds Activity

Following are descriptions of several comen coastal birds.

Study the drawings and text; note similarities and differences in

appearance, eating habits, nesting locations, migratory patterns,

etc. Then try to answer the questions below, using references to

help you. Hake a chart of information that you find out.

questions

'~Jhy do different species have di fferent sized and shaped bill s,
wings, feet, etc?

2. Do any of these birds li ie in the same area all year round?
Which do not?

3. Which birds nest on offshore islands? Why?

4. Describe carefully where these birds lay their eggs.

5. Which of these birds are protected by law? Why do we have
laws protecting some birds and not others?

6. Do all water birds have oil on their feathers? Why or why not?

Gulls

The great blackbacked gull is larger than the herring gull and

has an obvious charcoal back. Both species are brownish-colored when

G vLL'S
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immature. Swimming birds with long, pointed wings, the two species

breed and nest on the Isles of Shoals. Both are scavengers, eating

crabs, sea urchins, and the like, as well as refuse from dumps and

garbage cans. Year-round residents of our shores, great blackbacked

and herring gulls both have webbed feet adapted for swimming on the

surface, and short, rather straight bills.

Plovers and Sand ~Pi ers

bird with a short stout bill. Pale gray above, with a black breast,

and white rump and tail, this plover has a bo'ld white stripe on

each wing. lt feeds on the clam flats at low tide, eating s.-al:

crabs and sand worms. Late in the year, black-bellied plovers

migrate from the Arctic to their winter homes along the New England

coast.

piovzm Swt-
~Q,y 5 A ND P"I PE +s

The lesser yellowlegs--Tetanus ~flavi es--is a small to medium

sized sandpiper with a long, slender bill and longer legs than the

plover. Its legs are bright yellow, and its coloring mottled gray

and white. Its feeding habits are similar to the plover's, but the

lesser yellowlegs is a year-round resident of our shores.

14Z



Terns

The comnon tern � Sterna hirundo � is a small gull-'like bird,

white with a black cap, a bright orange beak and orange feet. It

is commonly seen bobbing gracefully through the air, plunging head

first into the water to feed on schools of small fish. The common

tern is a year-round resident. of the estuary.

Mr..

~Snow ~Eret

The snowy egret is a white, stork-l ike wading bird with long

legs and neck, yellow feet  " golden slippers" !, and a pointed bill.

The egret tucks its head back to its shoulders in a "S"-shaped

curve as it flies with slow, steady wing beats. When feeding in

the marshes, it shuffles its feet to sti r up the small crustaceans

that make up its food.
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Cormora nt

Both the great cormorant and the double-crested cormorant are

seasonal residents of our coast and may be seen standing on offshore

rocks in their characteristic "clothesline" position, that is, with

wings fully extended to catch the wind so as to dry their feathers.

The great cormorant arrives in New Hampshire from more northerly

waters in November, just as the double-crested cormorant is beginning

its southward migration to Florida for the winter.
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Coastal Zone Management
Case Study in Marine Development

 This is an excellent follow-up to the Floating Lab exper-

ience because it requires that information gained during the past

few weeks be synthesized with additional research.!

Hampton Beach, a precinct of the town of Hampton, has a year-

round population of about 2,000 which swells to many times that

number dur',ng the summer, as vacationers flock to the magnific nt

sandy beaches. Across the bridge lies Seabrook Beach  permanent

populatioh: about 3,000!, which also attracts tourists in large

numbers. Recently, however, many motels and restaurants have

begun staying open all year, with more and more apartments and

cottages being rented year-round.

Many of the townspeople work in the tourism industry, but

many have found steadier work at the Seabrook nuclear power

station which is being constructed on the western shores of the

estuary. Others work at fishing, lobstering, or in the recrea-

tional fishing industry, many supplementing their incomes with

part-time jobs during the winter.

A variety of boats are moored on the Hampton and Seabrook

sides of the harbor. At the Eastman wharf in Seabrook is a

parking lot, a bait shop, and a beach ramp where fishermen can

come ashore and trucks can load fish. Fishing boats are moored

at, the Hampton State Fish Pier; there is also a marina for

recreational boats.

Case

This is a hypothetical case which reflects some of the

problems associated with coastal development. A developer pro-

poses to upgrade the local harbor area by:

- dredging a channel ten feet wide from the ocean
to the marina in Hampton;

- increasing the length of the jetty by twenty feet;
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Procedure

ASk the Studen'S tO react to the plan taV,ing he -oles of-.

a local commercial fisherman;

- a local owner of a fleet of recreational fishing hoats;

a prospective restaurant owner or store owner;

chairman of the Hampton or Seabrook conservation commission;

an established hotel owner in Hampton Beach;

a local commercial clam-digger;

a recreational boat owner;

- an Army Corps of Engineers employee who is developing an
environmental impact statement for the dredging and the
jetty reinforcement project.

Consider questions like the following. Add some of your own .

l3redging:

1. How will removal of soil from the channel affect habitats ?

How can the effects of increased turbidity be reduced?

When should dredging take place to avoid conflicts with fish
or shellfish development?

What is the composition of the dredged materials?

Where wi 11 dredged material be placed?

What are the effects of dredging the sand bar at the entrance
to the harbor?

5.

6.

7. How will placing the dredged material as a foundation for
the condominium affect the marsh?

Jetties:

l. What are the effects of longshore currents on jetties?

building a condominium on the marsh just south of Eastman's
pier and using dredged materials for "fill" on which to build;

applying to the towns of Hampton and Seabrook for permits
to spray for mosquito control on the surrounding marshes;

adding to the asphalt parking areas by the marina;

building a combination restaurant/delicatessan and fish
market adjacent to Eastman's pier, partially on pilings,
and adding floats so guests can moor their boats;

using the large pier in Seabrook for an amusement park;

adding a sportfishing or boat brokerage business near the
grocery store on Route 1 near Eastman's pier.



Pier, Building, Parking and Marina:

1. What will be the effects of recreational boating on the, area?

2. What will be the effect of runoff from the parking lot and pier?

3. Where would support facilities such as stores or restaurants
be located? Why?

After the students have had a chance to research their roles,

hold a mock public meeting where each point of view can be repre-

sented.  To carry this further, research into state and local permits

required can be done, and students can make mock applications to be

considered by '".e var~sos agencies involved.!
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Shore Processes

Introduction

The erosion of the beach and the movement of sand are due

primarily to energy caused by wind and consequent wave effects.

Observe the movement of sand in the laboratory, and apply those

observations to real-life situations the next time you are at the

shore.

To investigate the effects of wave action on beach sand

Procedure

1. ".-nstruct a sha11ow wave tabIe.

y4+st<C Sloactliq

2. Make any shorel ine des i red.

3. Generate a wave with a fan or a piece of wood.

4. Diagram the shoreline ' efore wave generation, and then at
intervals of five minutes, showing how it changes.

5. Generate waves and observe sand movement.  Add toothpicks to
the sand. They will float away if the sand is eroded.!

i aO I HC's

TooT>P< CK
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6. Construct new shorelines, including bays, peninsu'.as, sard
spits, etc. Then construct a jetty similar to the one at
Hampton Harbor. How does the jetty affect the movement of sand?
Qhere is sand deposited in re1ation to the jetty and the mouth
of the harbor?



7. Simulate surwer waves and notice their effect on a beach.
Now, try to simulate a winter storm. What happens to the
sand on the beach? Where does it go?

NOTE: This experiment can be done using a large clear pyrex or
plastic pan. Set the pan on an overhead projector, and you can
project shore processes on a screen for a large group to see.
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Post-Cruise Suggestions

Have students:

F~nish compiling data for all groups and combine in a graphic
display.

Relate experimental results to written materials, principles,
and common sense.

Draw possible conclusions with regard to the environment, e.g.
effects of pollution, effects of nearby streams or power plant,
prevailing winds, type of sediment, possible food items avail-
able, etc.

Discuss the physical and chemical factors.

a. How did pH change with depth; what was the pH at the
bottom and why?

b. Make a T/S  temperature/salinity ! plot and show how
this relates to density .

c. Identify depths at whi ch dissolved oxygen content is the
greatest; the least. How does oxygen change with depth
and why?

Study fish specimens; practice using keys, and dissect the
specimens.

Compare turbidity and water color with plankton concentration,
red tides, etc.

6.

b. Setting up a marine speakers bureau and letting interested
students develop marine topic reports to give to other
groups.
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7. Set up a marine aquarium.

8. Set up a marine natural history museum.

9. Consider the language arts possibilities which the at-sea
experience may stimulate.

10. Invite other classes, teachers from other disciplines to
participate through:

a. Offering tours, guided by your students, of your marine
exhibits.
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Measurements: Mini Math Review

The cruise offers many opportunities for students to use

different systems of measurement, and to practice some simple math

in converting from one system to another. In addition to the

standard Hritish and metric units, there are some "salty" measure-

ments that may not be so well known  such as the fathom and the

knot!. A review of some of the measurements that will be needed

on the cruise  particularly the conversions to the metric system!

may help students to cope better with the problems of filling out

data sheets, and to feel more confident when marine measurement

terms are used by the crew and the cruise instructors.

Listed below are examples of measurements and conversions

that will be part of' the cruise experience.

a ! Water and air temperatures are measured with thermometers

in degrees Fahrenheit   'F! or i n degrees Celsius or Centi grade

 recorded as 'C!. Data sheets may require both.

To change from 'F to C: 5/9 x  'F - 32! = 'C

To change from C to 'F:  9/5 x 'C! + 32 = 'F

graph, or with the ship's fathometer. Measurement may be i n feet,

meters or fathoms.

1 fathom = 6 feet = 1.85 meters

1 meter = 3.27 feet

c! Distance and s eed measurements are not usually needed

during the cruise, but the terms are used so frequently aboard

ship they are listed here:

1 nautical mile = 1.2 statute miles = 6080 feet

= 1.85 kilometers

= 1 mi nute o f 1 a ti tude

1 knot = 1 nautical mile per hour

d! When recording measurements, we use the decimal system

instead of fractions: 1/2 = 0.50, 1/3 = 0.33, 1/4 = 0.25, 1/5 = O.ZO.
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Estimates, such as might be made when using the Secchi disc

 which is deployed on a line knotted at one-meter intervals!, are

best recorded using the general rule: " If it's half or more, add

one; if it's less than half, forget it."
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Common Invertebrate Checklist
 Genus and Cordon Name!

QP lRIF~PQ  sponges!

X Halichondria  crumb of bread!

Haliclona  little white!

X Leucosolenia  eyed finger!

Clava  club hydroid!

R Sertul aria  at tached to
seaweeds!

Tubularia  pink-hearted
hydroid!

Metridium  sea anemone!

Cyanea  lion's mane!

X Aurelia  moon jelly!

X Pleurobrachia  comb jelly!

X Notoplana  flat worm!

*

Cerebra tul us   1 a rges t ri bbon
worm!

Lineus  green ribbon!

Micrura  small ribbon!

~ANN ~l$  segmented worms!

X Nereis {clam worm!

Clymenel 1 a  bamboo worm!

Glycera  beak thrower!

X Lepidonotus  scale worm!

X Nephtys  shimmy worm!

X Spirorbis  coiled wore!

Cistenides  trumpet worm!

AUZUJEQPQK

X Balanus  barnacle!

X Idotea  isopod!

X Garwerid  amphipod!

X Crangon  sand shrimp!
X Homarus  lobster!

Pagarus  hermit crab!

X Cancer  rock crab!

X Carcinus  little green!

Hyas  toad crab!

Limulus  horseshoe crab!

 snails!

X Acmea  Chinaman's hat!

X Ischnochiton  chiton-shell!

X Littorina  periwinkle!

X Thais  dog whelk!

Buccinum  wavy whelk!

X t.unatia  moon snail!

Coleus  Stimpson's coleus!

Nepturea  ten-ridge whelk!

Melampus  marsh snail!

 clams!

X Mercenaria  hard shell clam!

X Arctica  mahogany clam!

X Gemma  gem shell!

Spisula  surf clam!

X Mya  soft shell clam!

X Modiolus modiolus  horse mussel!

X Mytilus  blue mussel!



X Modiolus demissus
 ribbed mussel!

Anomia  jingle shell!
Hiatella  red-nosed clam!

MI~I~SC  no shel 1 !

Clione  sea butterfly!

Coryphella  salmon gill slug!

Dendronotus  bushy back slug!

Onchidorus  white sea slug!

Aeolidia  plumed sea slug!

Henricia  blood star!

X Asterias  common star!

X Ophiophoiis {brittle star!

X Strongylocentrotus  sea urchin!

Echinarachnius  sand dollar!

X Cucumorin  northern cucumber!

Leptosynapta {burrowing
cucumber!

Bugula  tufted bryzoan!

X Membranipora  sea lace!

X Botryllus  star tunicate!

Amaruucium  sea pork!

Ciona  sea vase!

Boltenia  sea potato!

Molgula  sea grape!

Halocynthia  sea peach!

X -- organisms likely to be found while on the Floating Lab Trip.
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Marine Algae Identification Key

2 5 3
4

l.
l.

2.
2.

3.

10. Axes and branches 2-5 mo. in diameter . . . . . . Dumontia
10. Axes and branches usually 1 r[In. or less in diameter

 in part! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Di t s hon
11. Plant body usually more than 1/2 meter long

�-5 meters!. . . . . . . . . . . . Chorda [Devil's shoelac
11. Plant body usually less than 1/2 meter long . . . . . . . 2

12. Plant body constr~cted; 4 '~~ without groups of
sporangia  reproductive organs! and hairs appearing as
dark flecks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S t ' hon

12. Plant body not constricted; covered with groups of
sporangia  reproductive organs! and hairs appearing
as dark flecks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A us

13. Fronds filamentous  threadlike!
13. Fronds membranaceous  thin, pliable, sometimes

transparent! and expanded .
14. Fronds capillary  long and thin!; formed of a single

f ..,~E.« f '«]
14. Fronds cylindrical ...................15

15. Branching of fronds pinnate  equal! and opposite
~H" < ......... Desmarestia [Color changer]

15. Branching of fronds not pinnate and opposite.......16
16. Fronds tough and dense ............. Chordaria
16. Fronds soft and flaccid  limp! ....... D t h

17. Fronds simple  unbranched!.................18
17. Fronds branching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .20

18. Midrib absent . . . . . . . . . . . ~Laminar'a [Ribbon kelp]
18. Midrib present   ~~ ! ..............'Ig

17
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3.
4.
4.

5.
5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

8.

9
9.

Plant body  thallus! distinctly green .
Plant body not distinctly green .

Fronds long and threadlike
Fronds not threadlike .

Fr onds branched .

Fronds unbranched.... Chaetomor ha LMermaid's Hair
Fronds paper thin and flat .......Ulva Sea lettuce
Fronds tubular and long . . . . . . . . . . . .E t h

LEntral grass, Lin
Fronds yellowish brown to olive green or nearly black . . . 6
Fronds pink, red or reddish purple . . . . , . . . , . - - 21

Trends irregularly round, bellow and gelatinous . Leatbesia
[Rat's brains

Fronds not as above.............,..... 7
Fronds forming a brown to black crust on rocks ... Ralfsia

[Ta~rspot
Fronds not forming a crust . . . . . . . . . , , , . . . . 8

Fronds tubular . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Fronds not tubular . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .13

Plant body branched throughout . . . . . . . . . . . . . .10
Plant body little or not at all branched except perhaps at
the base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .11



30

19. Fronds perforated with numerous holes; without lateral
leaflets at base of blade.............. A arum

ISea collander; Devil's apron
19. Fronds without holes; with lateral leaflets at base

of blade . . . . . . . . . . . . Alaria [Ming kelp; Henwarej
20. Fronds with a midrib; fruit term~>na . Focus [ Rock Weed ]
20. Fronds without a midrib; fruit born on shor t lateral

. A~tt [«1 k
21. Fronds calcareous  made of calcium; hard! ..'.......22
21. Fronds not calcareous...................23

22. Fronds erect, standing up, long and attached at joints,
filiform and articulated ...... Corallina [Corallinej

22. Fronds thick, horizontally expanded bu~t o ten rising
at intervals in irregular protuberances  encrusting!

Lithothamnion

23. Plant encrusting rocks, forming their pinkish to
reddish-brown crusts near low water mark . . .Hildenbrandtia

23. Fronds erect,; not crustaceous . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 2<
24. Fronds tubular . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Halosaccion
24. Fronds not tubular . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,25

25. Fronds filamentous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .26
25. Fronds membraneceous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .28

26. Filaments branching   ~~ [splits twicej!
dichotomously, with transverse  across ~mC7 !
bands; lobster claw at end . . . . . . . . . . . Ceramium

26. Filaments pinnately branching; wi thout transverse
bands  on one side like a comb! . . . . . . . . . . . . .27

27. Filaments pectinately branching  with opposite branches
of unequal length! . . . . . . . . . . Plumaria I Plume mossj

2 28. Fronds thin and delicate like tissue paper;
purplish-red . . . .. . . . . . .. . . ~por h ra LLaver]

28. Fronds not tissue paper thin.............. 29
29. Fronds large and leaf like; simple to dichotomously

or palmately  like the palm of your hand and fingers!
di vi ded ................. Rhod eni a [Dul se j

29. Fronds dichotomously  branching two times each
branched with narrow divisions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

30. Fronds covered with small papillae  bumps! . . . .Gi artina
I Grape-stone

Fronds without papillae . . . . . . .Chondrus [Irish moss[
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Fish Identification Key

Dorsally compressed  flattened top to bottom!

Not dorsally compressed

Mouth found in front  flounder!

Mouth found on ventral, bottom side  skate!

Eyes found on left side of dorsal fin window pane

Eyes found on right side of dorsal fin

Lateral line arched behind gill

Lateral line not arched behind gill

Single row of thorns down back and tail  entire

. yellow tail

wi nter flounder

! . . . thorny
skate

5 Single row of thorns; none on last 1/3 of' tail smooth

skate

S More than one row of thorns on back little skate

Eel shaped fish

Not eel shaped 8

Anal fin and caudal fin separate, chin barbed

Anal fin and caudal fin complete  attached!

Torpedo-shape body; three separate dorsal fins

Large head; wide gill openings; broad mouth; slender
body; large pectoral fins; small caudal fin

Upper jaw projects beyond lower

Lower jaw protrudes beyond upper

Several large spines on gill cover

No spines; many fleshy flaps on head

First few rays of pectoral fins adapted as feelers.

cusk

ocean pout

10

9

9

10

10

cod

pollock

scul pin

sea raven

sea robin10

Carefully observe the fish you are trying to identify. Read

the first pair of statements . Decide which statement most closely

describes your fish. If the statement is followed by a number, go

to that numbered pair of statements. Continue until a statement

is followed by a name of the fish.
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Fish: External Structure
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1. The jawless  Class: Agnatha! fishes: lampreys and hagfish.

2. The ~ban  Class: Osteichthyes! fishes to which most ~s ecies

~belon : flounder, cod, salmon, haddock, herring.



Typical Internal Anatomy of a Bony Fish
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Field Trips and Resources

1. Bellamy River Sanctuary, Dover, NH. Contact Audubon Society
of New Hampshire in Concord at �03! 224-9909.

2. National Sea Products, Rt. 101, Portsmouth, NH -- fish processing
plant. Call Robert Wright at �03! 431-6863.

3. Gundalow, docked off Heritage Pier near Sheafe Warehouse,
Portsmouth, NH. Contact Alex Herlihy, Cha~r, Gundalow Project,
25 Lang Lane, Rye, N.H. �03! 964-9079.

4. Jackson Estuarine Laboratory, Adam's Point, Durham, NH--
visits to research lab on Great Bay with volunteer Docent
guides. Contact Sharon Meeker, Sea Grant Marine Advisory
Program, UNka �03! 862-1Z55.

5. Kittery Historical and Naval Museum, Kittery, Maine -- tours
given, group rates available. Call �07! 439-3080.

6. Mr. and Mrs. Fish Program, Southern Maine Vocational-Technical
Institute, Fort Road, South Portland, ME 04106. Call
 Z07! 799-6234 for more information.

7. New England Aquarium, Central Wharf, Boston, MA -- extensive
exhibits and activities. Call �17! 742-8830 for more
information.

New Hampshire Port Authority, 555 Market Street, Portsmouth,
NH -- tours available. Contact George Smith at �03! 436-8500.

Piscataqua Marine Laboratory, 15 Pickering Avenue, Portsmouth,
NH -- tours of actual laboratory operations. Contact Karen
Pierce at �03! 431-5270.

Star Island, Isles of Shoals -- trip to island on Uikinci Ilueen,
a 1 arge passenger vessel making gui ded crui ses 1 ate May through
September. Call �03! 431-5500 for reservations.

Strawbery Banke, Portsmouth, NH -- before April 15, two-hour
tours of colonial homes and craftsman shops, for groups of
ten or more; after April 15, self-guided tours available.
Fees: $2.00 per person. Call �03! 436-8010 for reservations.

10.

13. Viking Enterprises -- whale watches. Call �03! 431-5500.

14. Whales on Wheels, College of the Atlantic, Museum of Natural
History, Bar Harbor, ME. Call �07! 288-5015 for more information.

15. Whale Watch, Hampton, NH -- half-day or full day guided boat
trips. Contact Scott Mercer at �03! 926-4010 for reservations.
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12. United States Coast Guard Station, New Castle, NH -- tours of
Coast Guard cutters. Contact Ensign Charlie Diaz at �03! 436-8781.
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Student Floating Lab guestionnaire

School Lab trip: AM

Date of trip:

PM

Teacher

Class

A. l. Check the stations you participated in on the boat.

�! Water sampling �! Turbidity and temperature
 Van Dorn bottle, etc.!  Secchi disc, etc.!

�! Plankton and
fish  Plankton
nets, etc.!

�I Invertebrates and
sediments  Grabber
corer!

�! Between locations
 Otter trawl, dredge!

 Use station numbers to answer the following questions.!

2. Which station did you learn the most from?

3. Which station did you learn the least from?

4. List the stations you felt well prepared for.

The Floating Lab instructors:  check one!

1. were easy to understand and knew their subject
2. explained clearly and could answer most questions
3. were hard to understand and could not answer questions

Because of the Floating Lab trip, will you:  check as many as
you want to!

C.

--cons~der a career in the marine environment
--read a book about a marine subject in the next six months
--urge other classes to go on the Floating Lab
--watch more TV programs about marine subjects
--visit the coastal area in the next six months
--take a class in oceanography and/or marine biology in the next

2-3 years

0. Would you recommend the Floating Lab trip to other students?

E. What was the highlight of the Floating Lab trip  for you!?

F. How cauld the lab trip be improved?



Teacher's Floating Lab guestionnaire

Lab trip: AM PM
Date of trip

School
Teacher

Class

So that we may incorporate your suggestions for future Floating Lab
experiences, please fill out the following.

A. The reactions o f my s tuden ts to
low hi gh

the onboard activities were: 1 2 3 4 5

B. Please rate the stations according
to student interest and amount learned.

l. Water samp ling  Van Dorn bott Ie, etc. !

Turbi di ty, currents, water col or

3. Plankton and fish

4. Invertebrates and sediments

5. Navigation  pilot house! 1 2 3 4 5

6. Between locations  otter trawl, 1 2 3 4 5
dredge!

C. In addition to the Floating Lab cruise, please check other techniques
used in your class to study the marine environment.

activities

lab experiments
guest lectur s
films, fiimstrips

the Floating Lab experience

safety procedures
and precautions

lab equipment
aboard the boat

opportunities for
specimen
collection

instruction aboard

the boat

E. Are you interested in the Floating Lab program for your next year' s
class'? Yes No

F. How could the Floating Lab program be improved ?

182

reading from texts
studying duplicated

material from manual

class room lectures
other:

D. Please rate the following aspects of
from "1"  low! to "5"  high!.

brochur e

cornmuni cati ons wi th

teachers and

chaperones
teacher workshops
Floating Lab Resource

Manual

Z 3

1

1 2 0 5

2 3 4 5



Teacher's Floating Lab Resource Manual guestionnaire

Reading level of most materials:  circle one!

too high okay too low

Was there enough variety in ability-level of most information
and activities to meet the needs of your class? Yes No

Is the manual 's organization helpful? Yes No
If no, please suggest other types of organization:

2.

Were drawings, figures, and maps generally clear and under-
standable to you and your students? Yes No

General Program Information:
a . After readi ng thi s secti on, did you have a clear i dea of

the program a boa rd the boa t? Yes No
If no, please comment:

b. Should anything be added or deleted?  List page numbers!

c. Please list the numbers of pages duplicated for students.

6. Site Environment:
a. Was the information accurate and complete? Yes No
b. Should anything be added or deleted?  List page numbers!

c. Please list the numbers of pages duplicated for students.

7. Onboard Activities:
a. Are descriptions and drawings of each acti vi ty clear?

Yes No

b. If no, please comment:
c. Please list the numbers of pages duplicated for students.

9. Appendi ces:
a. Should anything be added or deleted?  List page numbers!

b. List the page number of those you used with your class.

lo3

8. Pre- and Post-Cruise Activities:  Remember: there is great
variety in ability level here, intentionally.!
a. Are descriptions and drawings of each activity clear?

Yes No

b. If no, please comment:
c. Please list page numbers of those you used with your class.



Suggested Activity

We are interested in updating the manual and would like to use

some activities contributed by teachers who have participated. Please

send us one of your best on the form below.

ACTIVITY TITLE:

CONTRIBUTED BY  Your name, school, etc.!:

CONCEPT:

INTRODUCTION:

PURPOSE:

EQUIPMENT  Please list!:

PROCEDURE:

ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATIONS OR QUESTIONS:
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Agnatha  jawless fish!, 48
Algae, marine, 37, 38

Blue-green, 37
Brown, 38
Figures, 37, 38
Green, 38
Identification key, 121-

122
Pigmentation activity, 84
Pressing activity, 85
Red, 38

Amphipods, 46,  fig.! 46

Animals, marine  see Marine
Animals!

Annelids, 40, 46
Figs. 46, 169

Aquarium, seawater, 139
Activity, 139

Ar thropods, 41

Beaches, 31-32
Ecology, 31
Ef'feet of waves on, 151-

152
acti vi ty, 151-152

Flora, 31
Formation, 31
Man's effect on, 32
New Hampshire, 31

Benthic communities, 45-46
Sampling activity, 83, 84,

85-86

Birds, coastal, 51, 141-144,
145

Acti vity, 141-144, 145
Cormorant, 144
Fi gures�141 -144
Gulls, 51, 141-142
Plovers, 14Z
Sandpipers, 142
Terns, 143

Bottom grab  see Peterson
grab!

Buoys, 64

Cetaceans  see Marine Mammals!

Chart symbols  figs !, 159-
160

Chondri chthyes  Carti 1 agenous
fish!, 48-49

Anatomy  fig.!, 175

Chordates, 41

Chromatography, 135-136
Activity, 135-136
Apparatus  fig.!, 135

Clams, 63
Habitat  flats!, 45-46

Clam worm,  fig.!, 40
Cnidarians, 39

Figures, 39, 170

Cod, 58
Figures, 174

Coastal zone management, 147-
150

Activity, 147-150

Commercial fishing, 57-62, 89

Compass, hand bearing, 87
Activity, 88

Contour maps, 111-112
Activity, 111-112

Copepods,  fig.!, 170

Coriolis effect, 23

Correlated Concepts, Readings,
Activities Sheet, 185-192

Crabs, 133
Figures, 133, 169-170
I denti f i cati on acti vi ty, 133

Crustaceans, 133
Figures, 133, 169-170
Identification activity, 133

Currents, 23-25, 79, 101-102,
107-108

Activities, 78, 79, 101-102,
107-108

Current bottles, 78, 101-102
activity, 78, 101-102



72,

Current meter, 14, 79
acti vi ty, 79
figure, 79

Density, 23-24, 107-108
Global  fig.!, 23
Longshore, 27,28

figure, 28
Northwest Atlantic  fig.
Offshore, 25
Wind-driven, 25

Cusk,  ffg.!, 174
Data sheet, 11-12

Davy Jones' Locker, 99-100
Activity, 99-100

Density, 97-98
Activfty, 97-98
Layerfng, 99

activity, 99-100
apparatus  fig.!, 99

Versus salfnity,  graph!
163

Diatoms, 43
Figures, 171

Df noflagell ates, 43
Figures, 171

Dolphfns, 53-54
Figures, 54

Dredge, 14, 93
Activity, 93
Figure, 93

Drift equipment, 4
Activities, 78, 101-102
Bottles, 78, 101-102
Figure, 101

Dunes, 31-32

Echinoderms, 41, 46
Larvae  figs.!, 169

Ecology, 55-56
Of beaches, 31-32
Of estuaries, 33-34

Equipment, oceanographfc, 14
inventory, 14

Estuary, 33-34
Ecology, 33-34
Hampton-Seabrook, 33-34

history of, 33
maps, 17, 15O

Wi ldlffe, 33-34

Field trips, 177

Finfish, 48-49, 57-59, 172-176
Aging activity, 125-126
Bony fish  Osteichthyes!, 48-49

figures, 175-176
Carti lagenous fish  Chondrfch-

thyes!, 48-49
fi gure, 175

Cod, 58
figures, 174

Flatfish  ffgs.!, 'l73
Flo un der, 58-5 9

ffgures, 115, 173
Guppy activity, 119-1ZO
?dentf ffcatfon key, 17Z
Jawless fish  Agnatha!, 48
Nummfchog  fundulus!, 123-124

activfty, 123-124
figures, 41, 123

Of Hampton-Seabrook Estuary, 34
Printing activity, 115-116
Sculpins  figs.!, 174
Skates  figs.!, 173
Specimen study, 90-91

Finger sponge,  ffg.!, 39
Fish  see Finfish!

Fish printing, 115-116

Fish scale,  fig.!, 126
Flatworm,  fig.!, 40
Flounder, 58-59

Figures, 115, 173

Food chafn, 55-56, 145

Forel-Ule scale, 14, 77
Activity, 77

Gillnetting, 57
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Gill structure  in mussels!,
129-130

Figure, 129

Gravity corer, 14, 84
Analysis activity, 134
Coring activity, 84
Figures, 84

Gulf of Maine, 16
Gyre, 23-24

Gulf Stream, 23

Gull, 51, 141-142

Hampton-Seabrook Estuary, 16,
33-34

Benthic communities of, 45-46
Maps, 17, 150

Hampton-Seabrook Harbor, 16
Maps, 17, 150
Tides, 30

Hydrometer, 14, 71, 97-98
Activities, 71, 97-98
Figures, 71, 97
Homemade, 97-98

Invertebrate checklist, 165-166

Invertebrate trap, 83
Activity, 83
Figure, 83

Irish moss, 37
Figure, 38

Lobsters, 54, 61-62, 133
Figure, 62. 133

Longshore currents, 27, 28, 101
Figure, 28

Mammals, marine  see marine
mammals!

Maps  see also Charts!
Contour, 111-112

activity, 111-112
Hampton-Seabrook area, 17, 150,

157

Study site, 5

Marine algae  see Algae, marine!

Marine animals  see also Plank-
ton!

Amphipods, 46
Annelids  segmented worms!, 40,

46

Arthropods, 41
Benthic communities, 45-46
Birds, coastal, 51, 141-144
Cephalopods, 127
Cetaceans, 53-54
Chor dates, 41
Classification, 39-41
Cnidarians, 39, 107
Copepods, 170
Crabs, 133
Crustaceans, 133, 169-170
Echinoderms, 41, 46
Fish  see Finfish!
Isopods, 46
Lobsters, 54, 61-62, 133
Mammals, 53-54
Nedusae  jellyfish!, 169
Molluscs, 40, 63, 129-130, 169
Nussels, 129-130
Nemertines  roundworms!, 40,

169

Platyhelminthes  flatworms!, 40
Poriferans  sponges!, 39
Protozoans, 39, 170
Snails  periwinkle!, 131-132
Specimen study, 90-91
Squid, 127
Tuni cates, 169
Zooplankton, 43, 169-170

Narine mammals, 53-54
Figures, 54

Marine plants  see also Plankton!
Algae, 37-38

pigmentation activity, 135
pressing activity, 137-138

Phytoplankton, 43
figures, 171

Nath review, 161

Neasurements, marine, 161

Nedusae  jellyfish!,  figs.!, 170
Mi xin g, ver ti ca 1, 25, 99-100

Activity, 99, 100
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Molluscs, 40, 63, 129-130, 169

Mummichog   Fundulus !, 123-124
Figures, 41, 123

Mussels, 129-130
Dissection activi ty, 129-130
Ff gures, 40, 129

Navigation, 64, 65
Activity, 87-88
Aids, 64

buoys, 64
range markers, 64

Charts, 111-11Z, 157
symbols, 159-160

Nemertines, 40
Larvae  fig.!, 169

Nutrfents, ZZ, Z5, 56

Oceanographic equipment, 14

Ocean pout,  fig.!, 174

Otter trawl, 14, 57, 89-90
Activity, 89-90
Figures, 89

Osteichthyes  bony fish!, 48-49
Anatomy  figs.!, 175, 176

Oxygen, in seawater, Zl-ZZ, 73
Activity, 73

Periwinkle, 131-132
Actfvfties, 131-132
Figures, 131

Peterson grab, 14, 85
Figure, 85

pH, 22, 74
Activfty, 74
Test kft, 14, 74

Photic zone, 22, 25, 38, 43

Phytoplankton, 43
Diatoms, 43
Dfnoflagellates, 43
Figures, 171
Identification activity, 117

Plankton, 43, 81-82
Identification activity, 117
Phvtoplankton, 43,  ffqs.! 171

Plankton net, 14, 81-82
Activities, 81-82, 1Zl
Figure, 81

Zooplankton, 43,  figs.! 169-
170

Plants, marine  see Marine
plants!

Platyhelmfnthes, 40

Plover, 142

Pollution, 59, 66
Effect on turbfdfty, 75
Transportation by currents,

79

Poriferans, 39

Porpoise, 53, 54
Figure, 54

Protozoans, 39
Figures, 39, 170

Recording thermometer, 14

Red tfde, 43, 63

References, 179-180

Release form, 8

Ribbon worm, milky  fig.!, 40
Salinfty, 21, 71, 163

At Hampton-Seabrook, 33
Currents, activity, 107
Oefinftion, 71
Oetermined by density, 71-72,

97

Activitfes, 71, 97
Graph, 72, 163

Effect on fish, 117
Test kf t, 14

Salinity/density graph, 72, 163

Salt marsh, 35-36
Ecology, 35
Formation, 36

Figure, 36
History, 35
Value, 36

Sand, 113
Sizing activity, 113
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Sculpins,  figs.! 174
Sea anemone,  fig.! 39

Sea collander  brown alga!,
 fig.! 38

Sea cucumber larva,  fig.! 169

Sea lettuce  green alga!,
 fig.! 38

Sea star,  fig.! 41

Seals, 54
Figure, 54

Seamanship, 87-88
Activity, 88
Chart symbols, 159-160

Seawater aquarium, 139
Activity, 139
Fi gure, 139

Seaweed  see Algae, marine!

Secchi disc, 14, 75-76
Activity, 75-76
Description, 14
Figure, 75

Sediment, 45, 46
Analysis activity, 134
Core activity, 84
Grab activity, 85-86
Role in color, 77
Role in turbidity, 76
Sand, 113-114

Sizing activity, 113-114

Shore processes, 151-152
Activity, 151-152

Snail  see Periwinkle!

Skates,  figs.! 173

Squid, 127
Dissection activity. 127
Figures, 127

Starfish  see Sea star!

Student questionnaire, 181

Study site, 16, 147-149
Description, 16, 147-149
Maps, 5, 17, 150

Teacher's questionnaires, 182,
183-184

Tern, 143

Thermocline, 21, 100

Tides, 29-30
Activity, 103-104
Charts, 104
In Boston Harbor, 104
In Hampton-Seabrook estuary,

33

Rip, 28

Triangulation,  fig.! 87-88
Tunicates,  figs .! 170

Turbidity, 75-76
Activity, 75-76

Upwelling, 25

Van Dor n bottle, 14, 69-70
Activity, 69-70
Figure, 69

Vertical mixing, 99-100
Activity, 99-100

Water quality  see: Density;
Forel-Ule scale; Oxygen, in
seawater; pH; Pollution;
Salinity; Secchi disc; Tur-
bidity; Water color; Water
temperature.!

Water color, 22, 77

Water temperature, 21, 71, 97-
98, 100

Effect on fish, 119, 123

Waves, 27-ZB
Activities, 109-110, 151-152

Wave table,  fig.! 151

Whales, 53-54
Figure, 54

Zooplankters
Permanent,  figs .'! 170
Temporary,  figs.! 169

Zooplankton, 43
Figures, 169, 170
Identification activity, 117
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